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Abstract 

 

Red Rubies Colored Gold: Aureation in the Līlātilakam 

 

Aaron Charles Sherraden, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2014 

 

Supervisor:  Donald R. Davis, Jr. 

 

The Līlātilakam of late fourteenth-century Kerala represents an attempt to 

grammatically and aesthetically solidify an ongoing aureate tradition—to borrow the 

concept from its associations with Middle English authors such as Chaucer—blending the 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā (old Malayalam) with Sanskrit lexical and poetic systems. That tradition 

takes shape as a literary and dramatic language known as Maṇipravāḷam—maṇi, the red 

ruby of Keraḷa-bhāṣā, and pravāḷam, the red coral of Sanskrit. Ideally words of the two 

language traditions blend together in a seamless and unnoticeable mixture, importing 

Sanskrit poetics as the basis of its aesthetics. The author of the Līlātilakam adds his 

linguistic venture to the long line of theoretical contemplation in Sanskrit poetics, but one 

that is notably distant from Tamil poetic and literary traditions. A primary motivation 

behind developing Maṇipravāḷam lies in the desire to distinguish Keraḷa-bhāṣā and the 

region where it is spoken from the socio-linguistic dominance of Tamil. We can see how 

the author situates his work with Sanskrit poetics by looking at his descriptions of the key 

concept of rasa, or poetic sentiment, and his encouragement of literary dialogue between 

two groups of trained cultural elites: the poets and the connoisseurs, the sahṛdayas. 
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AS : Alaṅkārasarvasva of Ruyyaka 

DhĀ : Dhvanyāloka of Ānandavardhana 
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NŚ-A : Abhinavagupta's Abhinavabharatī commentary on the Nāṭyaśāstra  

Ś : Śūranāṭṭu Kuññanpiḷḷa edition of the Līlātilakam  
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Note on Transliteration 

 

As this project deals simultaneously with two systems of standard transliteration, I have 

chosen to combine the two in a single system throughout the text, adopting conventions 

of both and making some alterations of my own.  Unless discussed below, the standard 

transliteration methods for each language are employed in this report. 

 

1. Sanskrit does not have short vowels for "e" or "o" while Malayalam/Maṇipravāḷam 

does.  Normally, Malayalam/Maṇipravāḷam would show the short vowels as e and o and 

the long as ē and ō.  So as not to create confusion between the two languages, all e and o 

vowels represent the long vowels of "e" and "o" in Malayalam/Maṇipravāḷam while ĕ and 

ŏ represent their shortened counterparts. 

 

2. Malayalam/Maṇipravāḷam traditionally retains ṟ when in a cluster with other 

consonants.  To better reflect pronunciation, I have changed this convention to have ṟ 

change to ṯ when in a consonant cluster.  For example, ṉṯ instead of ṉṟ, ṯṯ instead of ṟṟ 

(e.g. ĕṉṯĕ instead of eṉṟe).   

 

3. The Malayalam/Maṇipravāḷam "echo vowel" is shown using ŭ (e.g. āṇŭ, uṇṭŭ). 
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1. The Vision for the Līlātilakam's Maṇipravāḷam 
 

 

O you having a milk-colored crescent moon, 

like a gentle and soft moonlit smile, shining in the locks of your hair, 

your luminous gaze filled with complete compassion, 

let that which is rooted in Speech vividly shed light in my mind.1 

 

 

 In the late fourteenth century, the Līlātilakam created a distinct linguistic and 

cultural identity for what is now the modern Indian state of Kerala and its language, 

Malayalam.  The Līlātilakam is a grammatical and poetic treatise of a language it calls 

Maṇipravāḷam.  The text defines the features of Maṇipravāḷam that set it apart from other 

modes of literary composition at the time, especially those present in Tamil literary culture.  

The Līlātilakam borrows poetic models and grammatical features directly from Sanskrit.  

This overt importation is intentional and served as the key component of a sociological 

function of the Maṇipravāḷam venture.  Apart from being an instructive text on the 

composition and interpretation of Maṇipravāḷam, the Līlātilakam also asserts that 

"Maṇipravāḷam is the union (yoga) of the vernacular (bhāṣā) and Sanskrit" 

(bhāṣāsaṃskṛtayogo maṇipravāḷam).2  Through this union, the intent is to show that of 

Maṇipravāḷam's constituent elements—Keraḷa-bhāṣā, the (vernacular) language of the 

                                                 
1
 pāloṭu tulyaruci mauliyilullasikkuṃ 

bālendumandamṛdulasmitavĕṇṇilāvŭ 

koliṉṯa pūrṇakaruṇākuladṛṣṭi  

vācāmūlaṃ tĕḷiññu mama cetasi toṉṯaveṇḍum 

 

This is the opening Maṇipravāḷam verse of the Līlātilakam. 
2 LT 1.1, p. 287.  This is the opening sūtra of the text.  I have taken the translation of bhāṣā as "vernacular" 

from Rich Freeman (2013: 202).  This translation perfectly captures the ambiguousness of the original 

Sanskrit and carries with it similar connotations that the author addresses in his argumentation surrounding 

bhāṣā. 
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Keraḷas, and Sanskrit—Keraḷa-bhāṣā is a language distinct from Tamil, with its own 

literary history and conventions of creating literature.  As late as the twelfth century, 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā was still fighting for this distinction, contending with the perception of Tamil 

grammarians that peculiarities of Keraḷa-bhāṣā were merely a "(dialectical) usage of the 

mountain region" (malanāṭṭuvaḻakkaṃ).3  Associating with Sanskrit provided Keraḷa-bhāṣā 

with a way out of this perception by appropriating Sanskrit's prestige to elevate its own 

nascent identity.  Similar instances of association show up in Sheldon Pollock's 

identification of a "cosmopolitan vernacular,"4 but, as will become apparent, aureation—

as a mode of discussing vernacularization under a wide variety of socio-historical 

circumstances—provides a more broadly applicable supplement to his ideas.  Rich 

Freeman has done a great amount of work on these circumstances as they relate specifically 

to Keraḷa-bhāṣā and the Līlātilakam, and my goal is to complement his findings with some 

deep explorations into the text and its ideas.    

 The unification of languages with the intent to elevate a vernacular is seen 

elsewhere in the world of rising vernaculars through aureation, a process most commonly 

associated with Middle English's importation of Latinate, and also French, diction.  

Scholarship and criticism of the early- to mid-twentieth century surrounding the term 

"aureation" or "aureate diction" has often equated it with a rhetorical trick of little taste.5  

                                                 
3 Rāghavavāriyar (1998: 12). 
4 Pollock (1998). 
5 Hyde (1956: 31 and 31 n. 1). 
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John C. Mendenhall has located this tendency to be an unnecessary relic of the tradition 

itself.  While discussing aureate terms, he states:  

   

Their use increases, under encouraging conditions, during the fifteenth and into the 

early sixteenth century.  At that time influential critics, first Sir John Cheke, then 

Roger Ascham, later Thomas Wilson, and still later Puttenham, all protested against 

the extensive use of new or odd words for purposes of style.  They insisted that the 

weight of a book should be in its matter; that the words of it should be familiar or 

simple, not far-fetched or newfangled.  These precepts, as such, have generally 

persisted and have not prevented either innovations in vocabulary or recurrent 

outbreaks of floridity.6 

 

More recent scholarship in the wake of Mendenhall has started to see the theoretical value 

of aureation,7 and I would like to encourage that endeavor by looking at its applicability in 

the case of Maṇipravāḷam.  The Līlātilakam gives a theoretical and artistic framework to 

aureation not seen in the case of Middle English and in so doing contributes invaluably to 

our understanding of the vernacular process.   

 

1.1 THE LAYOUT OF THE LĪLĀTILAKAM 

 

 Structurally, the Līlātilakam presents its ideas through brief aphorisms (sūtras)—

one hundred fifty-one all together—elucidated by the author's own commentary.8  As a 

                                                 
6 Mendenhall (1919: 12). 
7 cf. Isabel Hyde "Primary Sources and Associations of Dunbar's Aureate Imagery" in The Modern Language 

Review, vol. 51, no. 4 (Oct. 1956), David Burnely A Guide to Chaucer's Language (1983), Christopher 

Cannon The Making of Chaucer's English: A study of words (1998), Robert J. Meyer-Lee Poets and Power 

From Chaucer to Wyatt (2007). 
8 Evidence seems to favor the commentary as being of the author's own words.  There is some textual 

evidence of this as well as the slightly more dubious assumption on the part of scholars today that without 

the commentary, the sūtras alone do not create a text suitable for elaboration or preservation (Freeman 2013: 

201-02).  However, this has not always been agreed upon.  Roughly thirty years after the text's discovery, 

Brough discusses the work and its commentary as if assuming they are from different sources, even 

describing modern manuscript copies consisting only of the sūtras (Brough 1947: 148-51). 
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grammatical and poetic treatise, the bulk of the Līlātilakam deals with content directly 

related to the construction of Maṇipravāḷam.  The entire text consists of eight chapters, the 

last seven of which deal entirely with features of the language as they pertain to poetics 

and grammar.  There is, however, a long exposition in the opening chapter dealing with the 

definition of Maṇipravāḷam.  The very first sūtra lays out this definition plainly: 

"Maṇipravāḷam is the union of the vernacular (bhāṣā) and Sanskrit."  Brief though it may 

be, it is paired with the longest commentary of any sūtra in the work.  The long 

argumentation flooding the opening sūtra is primarily due to concerns around the word 

bhāṣā, and thus the author quite intentionally implanted these concerns into the sūtra.  The 

conciseness of the sūtra and the ambiguity of the word bhāṣā give him a ready platform to 

argue for a distinct identity of the Keraḷa language: Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  A possible interpretation 

for the word bhāṣā is the general Sanskrit definition of "language."  The author refutes this, 

stating that if this were the case, any language combined with Sanskrit (presumably even 

Sanskrit itself) would be Maṇipravāḷam.9  The author instead asserts that bhāṣā is a specific 

Bhāṣā—namely Keraḷa-bhāṣā.10  Later in the commentary on the same sūtra, an objector 

asserts that there are other languages present in Maṇipravāḷam besides Keraḷa-bhāṣā—e.g. 

                                                 
9 Because Sanskrit is also a language, the [presence] of two [languages] is not clear in saying '[Maṇipravāḷam 

is] the union of bhāṣā.' 

 
saṃskṛtam api bhāṣeti bhāṣāyoga ity ukte taddvitvaṃ na siddhyet (Līlātilakam-vṛtti (LT-Vṛ) 1.1, p. 287) 
10 bhāṣā cātra keraḷa-bhāṣā yathā bhāṣāmiśraṃ poḻutu kathayāmītyādau (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 287) 

 

And here, bhāṣā is Keraḷa-bhāṣā as in phrases like "I declare the auspicious occasion in bhāṣā-miśram (mixed 

language)."  This citation is taken from an astrological text called the Muhūrtavidhi (I. Kuññan Piḷḷa 1955: 

27). 
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Coḷa-bhāṣā (the language of the Coḷas),11 Pāṇḍya-bhāṣā (the language of the Pāṇḍyas), etc.  

This leads to a very interesting discussion on defining bhāṣā through context and usage, 

which aims at identifying language through multiplicity of register and differences among 

regional vernaculars.  

 Aside from uniting Keraḷa-bhāṣā with Sanskrit lexically, Maṇipravāḷam aligns 

itself with the poetic theory of Sanskrit.  The grammatical, lexical, and phonological 

discussions of the first three chapters may draw heavily from Sanskrit traditions, but 

chapters four through eight explicitly adopt Sanskrit ideas of poetic defect (doṣa), poetic 

merit (guṇa), ornamentation of sound and meaning (śabdālaṅkāra and arthālaṅkāra 

respectively), and poetic sentiment (rasa).  The author shows basic familiarity with these 

concepts as they have been consolidated under the dhvani theory of poetics.  The eighth 

chapter on rasa, which I have translated for this study, illustrates this familiarity well—

both in terms of the author’s correct understanding of poetics, but also his shortcomings.12  

The presence of suggestion (vyaṅgya) and its component parts in sūtras 137-139, the 

outlining of various aesthetic stimuli (vibhāva) in the commentary to sūtra 141, among 

other things are testament to the author's awareness of the Sanskrit poetic tradition and 

hopes to participate in it.  These alignments contribute heavily to Keraḷa-bhāṣā's self-

identification as a vernacular separate from Tamil; the energetic pursuit of Sanskrit gave 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā the necessary momentum to claim an allegiance to a system of literary 

thought apart from the one to which it had long since been associated.  Pollock's poetry of 

                                                 
11 Throughout all editions of the text I have seen, the word is Coḷa despite its more correct spelling of Coḻa.  
12 For the English translation see appendix 1.  For the original Sanskrit and Maṇipravāḷam, see appendix 2. 
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politics13 figures well into this discussion.  The poetic theories developed as far away as 

Kashmir have reached the far south of India and, having been adopted, served as the 

leverage for Keraḷa-bhāṣā's assertion of its own literary identity—as it had with other 

languages, e.g. Kannada.  

 In sūtra 11 at the end of the opening chapter, there is a brief discussion of 

Maṇipravāḷam and its relationship with the contemporaneous literary tradition of Pāṭṭu.14  

As Keraḷa-bhāṣā is trying to distinguish itself from Tamil, the primary literary genre of 

Maṇipravāḷam also had to be decidedly not Tamil.  Pāṭṭu and Maṇipravāḷam represent this 

antithetical literary relationship, at least in the conception of the author.15  The author 

addresses the similarity of the two literary traditions; works considered as Pāṭṭu are also a 

mixture of Sanskrit with Bhāṣā, meaning they have the potential to be a melding of Keraḷa-

bhāṣā specifically and Sanskrit.  The similarities between the two traditions play into the 

Līlātilakam's understanding of itself as being part of a larger Dravidian heritage.16  The 

author of the Līlātilakam approaches Tamil literary conventions primarily in the negative 

so as to demonstrate what Maṇipravāḷam—and by association, Keraḷa-bhāṣā—is not, but 

there is also some recognition at a deep level of a linguistic relationship with Tamil.  For 

                                                 
13 "Sanskrit gave voice to imperial politics not as an actual, material force but as an aesthetic practice, and it 

was especially this poetry of politics that gave presence to the Sanskrit cosmopolis." (Pollock 1998: 15) 
14 "Pāṭṭu" simply means "song," but in this context it is describing a literary form that is supposed to make 

use of Tamil meters and phonology, even transforming Sanskrit words to fit Dravidian phonemes.  Despite 

these stipulations, there are several examples that present counter-cases against the strict formulation of 

Pāṭṭu as described in the Līlātilakam.  See Freeman (2003: 449-50). 
15 Freeman has suggested that Pāṭṭu is a category imposed on indigenous modes of literary production used 

to fill in the negative space created while defining Maṇipravāḷam.  The projected dichotomy between Pāṭṭu 

and Maṇipravāḷam is thus imaginary (ibid., pp. 449-450). 
16 For an elegant discussion on Pāṭṭu and the Līlātilakam's Dravidian identity, see Freeman (1998: 54-58). 
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instance, in discussing what constitutes a Dravidian (dramiḍa) language, he excludes 

Kannada and Telugu as they do not use the language present in the Tiruvāymŏḻi, the so-

called "Dravidian Veda."  According to the Līlātilakam, the languages of the Coḷas, Ceras, 

and Pāṇḍyas have a linguistic convergence through usages present in this text, all falling 

under the category of tamiḻ, which is simply a corruption of the word dramiḍa.17  In the 

same conversation, the author of the Līlātilakam even asserts that in certain instances, the 

word tamiḻ refers to Keraḷa-bhāṣā. 

 

In the phrase starting with "tamiḻ is the ruby," tamiḻ is construed as Keraḷa-bhāṣā, 

not Coḷa- or other Bhāṣās because it is found that way [in usage].  Because the 

Keraḷas are known as Dravidians, their language is known as tamiḻ through 

corruption [from the Sanskrit word dramiḍa].18 

        

 Returning to the specific relationship between Maṇipravāḷam and Pāṭṭu as 

presented in the Līlātilakam, the differences between the two traditions help us see—in a 

way more subdued than overt importation—just how much Maṇipravāḷam was invested in 

its alignments to Sanskrit through the differences the Līlātilakam sees between them.  Pāṭṭu 

is composed using Dravidian phonology and meters.19  Even when Sanskrit words are 

present in Pāṭṭu works, they are readapted to fit within the restrictions of the Dravidian 

alphabet.  This is not the case in Maṇipravāḷam.  It retains Sanskrit words in their original 

                                                 
17 This is an interesting statement given dramiḍa is historically considered to be a corruption of the word 

tamiḻ. 
18

 tamiḻ maṇītyādau tamiḻ iti keraḷa-bhāṣā gṛhyate na coḷādi-bhāṣā.  tathādarśanāt keraḷānāṃ 

dramiḍaśabdavācytvād apabhraṃśena tadbhāṣā tamiḻ ity ucyate (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 288).  
19 dramiḍasaṅghātākṣaranibandham etukamonavṛttaviśēṣayuktaṃ pāṭṭŭ (LT 1.11, p. 295). 

 

Pāṭṭu consists of the Dravidian alphabet (saṅghātākṣara) and the particular [Dravidian] meters of etuka and 

mona.   
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form, adding the necessary phonemes to its alphabet to make this possible—unvoiced 

aspirates, voiced aspirates and non-aspirates, sibilants, and the visarga (ḥ).  The meters 

used in Maṇipravāḷam come unaltered from the Sanskrit tradition.  As a contrast to meters 

used in Pāṭṭu, the author lists vasantatilaka meter as an example of meter common in 

Maṇipravāḷam.20  Pāṭṭu's appearance within the Līlātilakam represents the author's attempt 

to address a major contrast between the Keraḷa-bhāṣā and Tamil traditions by giving 

attention to the differences between Maṇipravāḷam and Pāṭṭu. 

 The Līlātilakam thus acknowledges its shared linguistic heritage with Tamil, but 

concurrently works hard to assert an identity for itself.  It does so by navigating the parallel 

space between Tamil and Sanskrit to transpose itself away from the obvious ties it has with 

Tamil.  Beyond the simple fact that the text is written in Sanskrit, it is also in the sūtra-vṛtti 

style, one of many structural nods in the direction of this imported tradition.  As such, the 

Līlātilakam expects its audience to be knowledgable in Sanskrit and—given the direct 

borrowing from Sanskrit poetic theory—its poetic tradition.       

 

1.2 DEFINING MAṆIPRAVĀḶAM 

       

 The Līlātilakam did not invent the language of Maṇipravāḷam.  Literary production 

in the language had been going on for at least a couple of centuries.  The first work of 

Maṇipravāḷam that we have is called the Vaiśikatantram, dated between the eleventh and 

                                                 
20 maṇipravāḷaprasiddhavasantatilakādivṛttavilakṣaṇacchandobhedādir vṛttaviśeṣaḥ. (LT-Vṛ 1.11, p. 295) 

 

There is metrical particularity [in Pāṭṭu] of types of prosody, etc. that is distinct from vasantatilaka and others 

well-known in Maṇipravāḷam. 
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thirteenth centuries.  It is the story of a mother narrating to her daughter the culture and 

technique of life as a courtesan.  Maṇipravāḷam's most celebrated works gravitated towards 

this type of erotic subject matter.  Freeman argues that the emphasis on erotics perhaps 

stems out of similarities between the devadāsī system and its domestic counterpart in the 

sambandham system prominent in Kerala at the time.21  Maṇipravāḷam works praise temple 

women accomplished in the sexual arts using the same term of address—acci—as is used 

for Nāyar women involved in sambandham marriages.  There is a specific set of three 

Maṇipravāḷam campus (Sanskrit campū) of the late-thirteenth to late-fourteenth centuries 

known to scholars as the accicaritams (the stories of the accis).  Each extols a different 

courtesan after whom the works are named.  Of these works, one even incorporates the 

term acci into the name of the courtesan: Uṇṇiyaccicaritam (the Story of Uṇṇiyacci).22 

 Throughout his own work, the author of the Līlātilakam draws over two hundred 

examples of Maṇipravāḷam from outside sources in order to illustrate the various subjects 

of discussion.  In the process of consolidating and critiquing the wider corpus of extant 

Maṇipravāḷam production, the author imposes a structure to the literary and poetic theory 

surrounding Maṇipravāḷam that, up until the time of the Līlātilakam, had been 

unformulated.  He sees himself as presenting the tools needed to inform not only producers 

of Maṇipravāḷam literature, but also those responsible for that literature's critique.  The 

motivation behind developing Maṇipravāḷam was thus not only to create a new literature, 

                                                 
21 Nāyar women would undergo a ritual marriage and subsequently be free to engage in sexual relations with 

an unrestricted number of high-caste males.  The women in this system of marriage find their counterparts in 

the much-extolled temple courtesans, the devadāsīs (Freeman: 2003, p. 455). 
22 ibid., pp. 455-56. 
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but also to foster a dialogue conducive to literary criticism.  The dialogue manifests in the 

Līlātilakam's emphasis on appealing to the sahṛdaya or informed connoisseur.  One aspect 

of Maṇipravāḷam under critical analysis is naturally in the juxtaposing of Keraḷa-bhāṣā with 

Sanskrit.  The two languages are placed in a hierarchy of quality based on quantitative 

ratios of one to the other; there is a preference given to Keraḷa-bhāṣā, but Sanskrit must be 

present.23  The specificity required in the mixture of Maṇipravāḷam that Keraḷa-bhāṣā (as 

opposed to some other vernacular) be one distinct linguistic element and Sanskrit be the 

other is the only way this juxtaposition and subsequent hierarchical gradation becomes 

consistent and meaningful.   

 Of course, one must be careful not to infer that prior to the formalization prescribed 

in the Līlātilakam conventions were unknown in the tradition (there is, after all, a corpus 

from which to draw), but its author would like his audience to believe that his undertaking 

of defining Maṇipravāḷam and its purposes are necessary since he finds people's general 

conceptions of Maṇipravāḷam to be inaccurate.  Most of his efforts in the opening chapter 

of the work are spent rectifying what he perceives as misconceptions surrounding 

Maṇipravāḷam and Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  He asserts that many are ignorant of true Maṇipravāḷam 

as there is a pervasive misunderstanding of poetic qualities and defects, as well as frequent 

improper mixtures of language—that is, mixtures that consist of more than just Keraḷa-

bhāṣā and Sanskrit; or do not include Keraḷa-bhāṣā at all but instead some other language 

in its place.   

 

                                                 
23 For this graded hierarchy, see appendix 3. 
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It could be argued, "What is the use in providing a definition?  If it is for knowing 

Maṇipravāḷam, this is already true for all people due to its wide renown."  I reply 

that not everyone knows Maṇipravāḷam correctly.  We have just now seen that 

someone has mistakenly [identified] Coḷa-bhāṣā [in Maṇipravāḷam] and many of 

his other followers have their doubts.  There is knowledge only through 

demonstration of suitability [in name], by no other means is there knowledge.  Nor 

are its qualities or defects known to all. [...]24 

 

 Misconceptions regarding Maṇipravāḷam lead the author to contend with other 

languages utilizing similar hybridizations, many of which also use the name 

Maṇipravāḷam.  He addresses this obligation through a careful (re)definition of the term 

Maṇipravāḷam.  In his parsing of the term, Maṇipravāḷam's constituent elements (maṇi and 

pravāḷa) are not referring to a variegated mix of white-colored pearls (maṇi) and red coral 

(pravāḷa) as they do in its other occurrences.25  Instead, it is a uniting of similarly hued red 

rubies (maṇi) and red coral (pravāḷa) so as to give the image of a seamlessly blended 

garland representative of the artistically subtle combination of Sanskrit and Bhāṣā.  Words 

of both Sanskrit and Bhāṣā should both occupy a similar register of common understanding 

so as not to be jarring to the audience.  With his new definition, the concept of 

Maṇipravāḷam is now suited only to the ideals of his view of the language.   

 

Here [in Maṇipravāḷam], Sanskrit is as prevalent and delicate of sound as Bhāṣā.  

And the Bhāṣā is, for the most part, common to those who are not fools.  There will 

be a [proper] combination only under these two conditions.  Then, for the reason of 

bestowing excellence the name Maṇipravāḷam [is given].  The ruby (māṇikya) and 

                                                 
24

  nanu kim asya lakṣaṇābhidhāne prayojanam.  maṇipravāḷajñānam iti cet sarveṣām apy etad asty eva 

atiprasiddhatvāt.  atrocyate.  na sarve 'pi maṇipravāḷaṃ samyak jānanti.  dṛṣṭaḥ khalv atra coḷa-bhāṣāstīti 

kasyacid viparyayaḥ tadanusāriṇāṃ ca bahūnāṃ saṃśayaś ca anyeṣām.  yathārthatayā nirṇayena jñānaṃ 

jñānam nānyat.  nāpi sarvair asya guṇadoṣādikaṃ jñāyate [...] (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 294).   
25 Maṇipravāḷam as a term goes back to ninth-century Jaina author Jinasena in his commentary 

Jayadhavala.  Even this goes back to a Caṅkam Tamil redactor in the early centuries of the common era.  

There, the concept appears as maṇi-miṭai-paviḻam ("pearls mingled with coral").  See Freeman (1998: 58, 

n. 28) and Ezhuthachan (1975: 8). 
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coral (vidruma), strung on the same thread, will appear as the same material owing 

to their similarity in hue.  The same is not true with [combinations] of rubies and 

pearls or coral and indigo. So that there be no dissonance [between languages], this 

is how the [proper] combination of Bhāṣā with Sanskrit should be.26 

 

 It is admittedly difficult to say that the Līlātilakam's message was wide-spread since 

the manuscript tradition seems to stem out of a single original and the text is not cited in 

any text from pre-modern times.27  Nevertheless, the text still has much to teach us.  It 

remains the best starting point for theorizing Maṇipravāḷam literary culture.  It also reveals 

the intentionality behind the formation of Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  As a result, the Līlātilakam 

contributes to our understanding of the circumstances of rising vernaculars in India and 

abroad.    

 

1.3 MAṆIPRAVĀḶAM'S CONTEXT FOR THE APPROPRIATION OF SANSKRIT POETICS  

 

 With its mass of citations, the Līlātilakam surveys a wide range of literature on 

various subjects and illustrates for us how Maṇipravāḷam incorporates Sanskrit and 

Sanskrit poetics.  Pollock has identified similar engagements across India using the specific 

case of Kannada to show its associations with Sanskrit as part of the process of creating a 

"cosmopolitan vernacular."28  The parallels between Kannada and Keraḷa-bhāṣā might 

                                                 
26

 atra bhāṣāvad atiprasiddhaṃ sukumārākṣaraṃ saṃskṛtam.  bhāṣā ca prāyaśo 'pāmarajanaprasiddhā.  

tathāvidhayor evānayos saṃśleṣo bhavet.  tat sauṣṭhavapratipādanārtham iyam maṇipravāḷam iti saṃjñā.  

māṇikyavidrumayor hi samānasūtre protayos tulyajātīyavarṇatayā aikyam ivāvabhāti.  na punar 

māṇikyamuktayoḥ pravāḷanīlayor vā.  evaṃ bhāṣāsaṃskṛtayor api saṃśleṣeṇa bhavitavyam.  yathā kiñcin 

na vaiṣamyaṃ pratīyeta (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 288-89).  For more on this point see Freeman (1998: 58-59) and 

Ezhuthachan (1975: 8-10). 
27 Freeman (2013: 202) and Ezhuthachan (1975: 64, n. 3). 
28 Pollock (1998).  Freeman sees a consonance between Pollock's theories of a cosmopolitan vernacular and 

Maṇipravāḷam (2003: 474).  Veluthat is more skeptical of its applications in the Kerala context (2009: 303-

04). 
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tempt one to think Keraḷa-bhāṣā is one of these cosmopolitan vernaculars as Pollock 

describes them, but there is an important difference.  Keraḷa-bhāṣā in the Līlātilakam 

submits to the prestige of Sanskrit having received its glancing blow at the borders of its 

influence.  This is not the case with Kannada, which was more under the direct purview of 

the Sanskrit political agenda when it was at its peak.  The final reality of vernacularization 

is present in both cases, but their respective aspirations and contexts for the arrival of a 

vernacular are quite different—Kannada wanted to replace Sanskrit as a new 

cosmopolitan, while Keraḷa-bhāṣā wanted to use Sanskrit to assert its identity apart from 

Tamil.  

 Pollock has shown that Kannada, as a cosmopolitan vernacular, brings the features 

of an established global Sanskrit to a local and distinct Kannada intending to establish its 

own literary identity—emphasizing a developing vernacular literary identity through 

choice of inscriptional language to replace Sanskrit, paired with the circulation and 

repurposing of aesthetics from the Sanskrit tradition.  While the latter clearly holds up in 

the case of Maṇipravāḷam, the former presents an obstacle.  The inscriptional record in 

Kerala under the Ceras of Mahodayapuram did not have a marked shift from Sanskrit to a 

vernacular.  In fact, Sanskrit was not used for this inscriptional purpose at all.  From the 

oldest inscriptions, an old Malayalam was used29—importantly, this Malayalam was 

removed enough from its modern manifestation to be mistaken as Tamil by early scholars 

                                                 
29 There is one inscription from southern Kerala written in Sanskrit, but it does not have any ties to a Cera 

king (Veluthat 2009: 303-04).  
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editing the inscriptions for publication.30  Thus, the early formation of a literary identity 

through a process of a chosen language replacing Sanskrit in the epigraphic record was 

never an ingredient in Kerala.  The importance of Sanskrit's aesthetic "poetry of politics," 

however, was certainly crucial to the aims of Keraḷa-bhāṣā.    

 Considering the relative lack of Sanskrit inscriptional support in the Kerala region 

itself, Keraḷa-bhāṣā seems to have fallen more into the penumbra of Pollock's Sanskrit 

cosmopolis.  Though there had been a swift decline in the presence of an imperial Sanskrit 

corresponding to the start of literary self-assertion among some vernaculars, the remnants 

of its prestige still had an influence within, and even at the edges of, the newly decentralized 

cosmopolis.  Even though vernaculars such as Kannada replaced the performative 

epigraphic Sanskrit, they also re-appropriated Sanskrit's poetry of politics to assert their 

own literary identity—allowing the prestige of Sanskrit to live on in some form.  The 

Līlātilakam enters the vernacular conversation under this kind of influence.  With its place 

in the penumbra of the cosmopolis, Keraḷa-bhāṣā was certainly within reach of Sanskrit's 

influence, but it was an indirect, less imperially present influence as is clear from the lack 

of Sanskrit in the epigraphic record.  The aesthetics of Sanskrit formed the foundation of 

this penumbral influence, which persisted past Sanskrit's decline as an imperial presence.  

The author of the Līlātilakam capitalized on this indirect presence of Sanskrit through its 

own appropriation of Sanskrit poetics.  The motivation for such an appropriation is 

nurtured by the attractiveness of Sanskrit's poetry of politics, which became a very useful 

                                                 
30 ibid., p. 309  
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tool in Keraḷa-bhāṣā's search for a linguistic distinction apart from Tamil.  Another 

motivation for close alignments with Sanskrit could be that historically, Kerala shares a 

heritage with brahmins who migrated down the western coast of India from Gujarat.  Such 

a heritage is attested to in the common tradition among these brahmins surrounding the 

legend of Paraśurāma, which, in the context of Kerala, bestows upon brahmins the land of 

Kerala, variously divided, which they were responsible to protect.31  This association 

distinguishes Kerala's brahmanical heritage from that of Tamil Nadu and would thus give 

some sociological explanation as to why those responsible for the literary integrity of 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā (e.g. the author of the Līlātilakam) felt it necessary to reconsider their 

linguistic heritage as well.  By adopting the poetic models of Sanskrit, the Līlātilakam 

could present a case for an identity for Keraḷa-bhāṣā that does not rely on models present 

in Tamil—we have already seen one instance of this with Pāṭṭu.  Based on the historical 

realities and the methods in which Sanskrit interacts with vernaculars, the circumstances 

surrounding the formation of Keraḷa-bhāṣā are thus quite different than the case of, say, 

Kannada. While searching for its own linguistic identity, Keraḷa-bhāṣā took part in 

Sanskrit's inertia at the end of its imperial presence, while languages like Kannada had 

earlier contributed to its collapse through their visions of a new cosmopolitan. 

 

1.4 A NEW MODEL 

 

 In an effort to acknowledge the similarities between vernaculars like Kannada and 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā and circumvent their contextual differences, I would like to supplement 

                                                 
31 Veluthat (1978: 4). 
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Pollock's idea of a cosmopolitan vernacular with another paradigm of classification that 

seems to be more widely applicable to languages incorporating Sanskrit into their 

vernacular hopes.  The vernacularization of Keraḷa-bhāṣā through Maṇipravāḷam shares 

features of the aureate language as developed in, for example, Middle English by Geoffrey 

Chaucer in the fourteenth century—though perhaps more meticulously crafted than its 

European counterpart.32  By reaching towards the prestige of an established tradition (or 

its memory), Keraḷa-bhāṣā could break away from its identity as a dialect of Tamil.  The 

inspiration behind the hybridity found in aureate languages is found in the desire to elevate 

one language through the association with a tradition more established than itself—

however imagined that association may be.  This process occurs at a level that can be 

applicable to a wide variety of socio-political contexts, which makes it an attractive means 

of exploring vernacularization on a broad scale.  I will discuss this more in depth in the 

concluding section of this study.  

 

1.5 THE IMPLEMENTATION AND POETIC INHERITANCE OF MAṆIPRAVĀḶAM 

 

 In the wake of Ānandavardhana's ninth-century Dhvanyāloka, Sanskrit poetics had 

made a shift towards a conflation of the dramatic (nāṭya) and literary (kāvya) arts.  These 

arts became united under a generalizing theory of expression called dhvani.  "[I]n relation 

to the nāṭyaśāstra, the Dhvanyāloka offers an explicit, expressionistic, account of the rasa 

                                                 
32 Brough has made similar observations in the macaronic style of Europe, but falls short of connecting this 

idea to the wider concept of contributing to vernacularization.  In fact, he is rather dismissive of the parallel 

in his comment that "whereas in Europe such a mixture has been used chiefly for comic effect or burlesque, 

the maṇipravāḷa was a serious art form, employed for high poetic expression" (Brough 1947: 148-49). 
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in poetry, for the first time going beyond impressionistic analogies founded upon the 

largely non-verbal context and technique of the drama."  It also creates a single theory of 

aesthetics out of the theoretical notions of rasa and alaṅkāra.33   

 Further synthesis and consolidation of this comes from post-Dhvanyāloka writers 

such as Abhinavagupta (eleventh-century commentator on both the Nāṭyaśāstra and the 

Dhvanyāloka) and Mammaṭa (author of the eleventh- or twelfth-century work the 

Kāvyaprakāśa), both also writing out of Kashmir.  Abhinavagupta posits that rasa—arisen 

from a properly constructed set of circumstances allowing for such an aesthetic 

experience—provides the structural integrity to a work of art.  As such, rasa is not in the 

work, but it is a work.34  Mammaṭa's contributions consist of formulating into a śāstra the 

many streams of dhvani that had developed locally since the time of the Dhvanyāloka.35  

His inclusivism had served as a "fountain-head from which fresh streams of doctrines issue 

forth," though there is a noticeable avoidance of topics relating to dramaturgy.36  Writers 

after Mammaṭa deal with this absence and work to include nāṭya into Mammaṭa's 

conceptualization of dhvani and rasa—this is especially true of the fourteenth-century 

                                                 
33 Gerow (1977: 251, 253). 
34 For example: 

 

The rasas [come] from drama, which is a formed from a [proper] combination [i.e. of vibhāvas, anubhāvas, 

vyabhicārins, etc.]—that is, drama is itself the rasas. 

 
nāṭyāt samudāyarūpād rasāḥ.  yadi vā nāṭyam eva rasāḥ (NŚ-A 6.33).  

 

See Kulkarni (1998: 83 ff.) for more discussion of rasa in Abhinavagupta's work. 
35 On Abhinavagupta: Gerow (1977: 267).  On Mammaṭa: ibid., p. 272-73. 
36 Kane (1971: 266-67), see also Gerow (1977: 273). 
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poetician of southeast India, Viśvanātha, in his Sāhityadarpaṇa.37  The Līlātilakam inherits 

this synthesized poetic tradition and applies it to the poetry of the Maṇipravāḷam corpus.  

Most specifically, this may be manifest in the form of a commentary on Ruyyaka's (again 

writing out of Kashmir) twelfth-century Alaṅkārasarvasva, commissioned at the court of 

Travancore king Ravi Varma just generations prior to the composition of the Līlātilakam.38  

Ravi Varma had been given the title of Dakṣiṇa Bhoja (the Bhoja of the South) owing to 

his dedication to the arts and propagating Sanskrit literature.39  The commentary is 

attributed to Samudrabandha, who was well-versed in many of the Sanskrit philosophies 

and sciences, as is witnessed by his citations throughout the commentary.40     

 As Sanskrit poetic theory developed after the Dhvanyāloka and spread throughout 

the south of India, it provided the backbone of literary aesthetics for those vernaculars 

striving for a new literary autonomy.  Maṇipravāḷam is no exception.  The language found 

its niche as a high poetic language, well-suited to the ideals of the Sanskrit poetics to which 

it was exposed.  Given dhvani's generalization of rasa in both the literary and dramatic 

arts, it is no surprise that Maṇipravāḷam, owing to its alignments with dhvani, would find 

use in the spheres of both literary and dramatic artistry.  Some of the later campus (e.g., 

the Rāmāyaṇa Campu), having shifted away from courtesan subject matter to religious 

subjects, were clearly intended for performance, particularly at temples.  The texts' 

awareness of a present and intently listening audience as well as the script-like appearance 

                                                 
37 Gerow (1977: 273-74, 280-81).  
38 Freeman (2013: 227, 229) and Gerow (1977: 274). 
39 C. Narayanan (2002: 25-26), Freeman (2013: 227). 
40 C. Narayanan (2002: 17-23). 
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of their manuscripts appear to be memory aids contributing to a semi-improvised public 

reading.41 

 With this understanding of where the Līlātilakam and Maṇipravāḷam fit in the 

scheme of Sanskrit poetics and vernacularization generally, we can now look into the 

specific features of the author's argumentation of Keraḷa-bhāṣā as a distinct linguistic entity 

and what that means for its relationships with the languages around it.  

                                                 
41 Freeman (2003: 477-78). 
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2. The Identity of Keraḷa-bhāṣā 
 

  

The claim that Maṇipravāḷam was a mixture of only Keraḷa-bhāṣā and Sanskrit 

forced our author to contend with a daunting amount of argumentation to the contrary.  

Given the shared heritage of several regional languages with Tamil, there was significant 

linguistic cross-over between them that made such a claim challenging to uphold.  But in 

accepting this challenge, the author of the Līlātilakam demonstrated the lexical breadth and 

linguistic tendencies that define a distinct Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  But simply saying that Keraḷa-

bhāṣā existed was not in and of itself an adequate protest to Tamil hegemony (mainly as 

promulgated by grammarians and the like from the Tamil side) over Keraḷa-bhāṣā's 

linguistic identity—Keraḷa-bhāṣā could still simply be considered a dialectical variant of 

Tamil.  Authors had to demonstrate a tradition for Keraḷa-bhāṣā apart from Tamil so as to 

match the budding sociological identity forming in the Kerala region at the time—be it 

through developing political and economic autonomy42 or perhaps a Sanskrit cultural 

heritage brought down the western coast of India in the form of the Paraśurāma legend.  

Sanskrit provided the framework in which that was possible.  The author of the Līlātilakam 

constructed his treatise to conform to the models of Sanskrit theorists before him.  He draws 

heavily on the Sanskrit concepts of dhvani and rasa, as well as Sanskrit's systems of literary 

criticism to establish the theoretical basis by which Maṇipravāḷam, a literary manifestation 

                                                 
42 See Rāghavavāriyar (1998: 11-12).  
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of Keraḷa-bhāṣā, could operate.  Sanskrit lent Keraḷa-bhāṣā a specialized literary identity 

to enhance the linguistic identity for which our author had been arguing.  Maṇipravāḷam, 

then, became the leverage to elevate the vernacular Keraḷa-bhāṣā. 

 

2.1 WHAT IS BHĀṢĀ? 

 

 The author of the Līlātilakam uses the conventional brevity of Sanskrit sūtras as a 

tool to argue for an independent Keraḷa-bhāṣā—a very clear purpose of the Līlātilakam.  

The economy of words used in bhāṣāsaṃskṛtayogo maṇipravāḷam leaves one uncertain as 

to how to interpret the word bhāṣā.  The author anticipates this uncertainty and uses it to 

explain his intentions for bhāṣā.  If he were to have the first sūtra be simply keraḷa-

bhāṣāsaṃskṛtayogo maṇipravāḷam, there would be much less impetus to discuss the 

circumstances of Keraḷa-bhāṣā's existence as an independent entity.  He uses potential 

contention of the word bhāṣā to insert his Keraḷa-bhāṣā into a discourse on language 

identity.   

 As we have seen above, the author refutes possible interpretations of bhāṣā that are 

not Keraḷa-bhāṣā; similarly, even instances of the word tamiḻ are actually to be interpreted 

as referring to Keraḷa-bhāṣā harkening back to a generalized linguistic heritage shared 

between it and other vernaculars under the meta-level designation of Tamil.  This being the 

case, the author cleverly acknowledges Keraḷa-bhāṣā's association with Tamil as it became 

convenient to his overarching argument.  Looking again at his construal here of tamiḻ as 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā, not the other potential misconceptions of Coḷa-bhāṣā or Pāṇḍya-bhāṣā:   
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In the phrase starting with "tamiḻ is the ruby," tamiḻ is construed as Keraḷa-bhāṣā, 

not Coḷa- or other Bhāṣās because it is found that way [in usage].43 

 

It is only because of the shared heritage of Keraḷa-bhāṣā and the other languages that this 

argument has any validity.  Unfortunately for our author, that association is always present, 

but not always convenient.  He must then contend with this in the form of a pūrvapakṣa 

objection that there are other vernaculars (bhāṣā) present in Maṇipravāḷam besides Keraḷa-

bhāṣā.   

 

It is said that Maṇipravāḷam is the union of Keraḷa-bhāṣā and Sanskrit.  But this 

definition appears flawed.  There is certainly Coḷa-bhāṣā in Maṇipravāḷam, for in it 

one sees the  words kūntal (hair), kuḻal (hair), and kŏṅka (breast).  These are most 

certainly Coḷa-bhāṣā.44 

 

In some sense, the objection works in the author's favor in that it allows him to assert a 

distinct Keraḷa-bhāṣā that participates in the network of vernaculars in south India.  In order 

for it to be a presence in this network, it had to have features distinguishable from the other 

languages.  In this context, we find how the author envisions the linguistic boundaries, both 

inclusive and exclusive, of the Dravidian (i.e. Keraḷa-bhāṣā) side of the Maṇipravāḷam 

coin. 

 Since Keraḷa-bhāṣā shares a Tamil heritage and/or geographic proximity with other 

vernaculars (Coḷa-bhāṣā, Pāṇḍya-bhāṣā, Kannada, Telugu), our author had to confront the 

appearance of words from these other languages in the works of his Kerala-specific 

                                                 
43 tamiḻ maṇītyādau tamiḻ iti keraḷa-bhāṣā gṛhyate na coḷādi-bhāṣā.  See note 18. 
44

 keraḷa-bhāṣāsaṃskṛtayogo maṇipravāḷam iti khalu kathitaṃ bhavati.  tad etal lakṣaṇam āvilam iva 

lakṣyate.  asti tāvan maṇipravāḷe coḷa-bhāṣāpi.  dṛśyante hy atra kūntal, kuḻal, kŏṅka iti śabdāḥ.  te khalu 

coḷa-bhāṣā eva (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 289). 
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Maṇipravāḷam.  In order to settle this dilemma, the author defines the Keraḷa-bhāṣā lexicon 

with three connected paradigms.  The first addresses how a word enters the lexicon by 

expanding the notion of what constitutes linguistic usage; a word can be defined as part of 

the Keraḷa-bhāṣā lexicon if it occurs in either a generic or specialized—i.e. literary—usage 

(sāmānya-vyavahāra and viśeṣa-vyavahāra respectively).  As cited above, the pūrvapakṣa 

objects that a Coḷa-bhāṣā word like kūntal showing up in Maṇipravāḷam works implies that 

there is also Coḷa-bhāṣā in Maṇipravāḷam.  The author of the Līlātilakam refutes this by 

saying that the appearance of words like kūntal (hair) in a literary use (viśeṣa-vyavahāra) 

makes it eligible for inclusion into the Keraḷa-bhāṣā lexicon because Maṇipravāḷam is 

indeed a usage of the Kerala people, literary though it may be.   

 

What's more, why do you say that [a word is coḷa-bhāṣā] because of its absence in 

the conventional usage of the Kerala people?  Is it not found in the specialized 

usage?  Even a specialized usage is, in fact, a usage.  Maṇipravāḷam is a usage of 

the Kerala people and within it there are words like kūntal.45 

 

There is no reason to deny literary usage a place within the linguistic identity of Keraḷa-

bhāṣā.  In fact, for our author, usage is at the root of lexical authority.46 

 The second paradigm is based on the context in which a word appears.  If 

specialized usage broadened the scope of what can be considered a part of the language, 

                                                 
45

  api ca keraḷānāṃ sāmānya-vyavahāre adarśanād iti kim uktam.  viśeṣa-vyavahāre darśanaṃ kiṃ na 

paryāptam.  viśeṣa-vyavahāro 'pi vyavahāra eva syāt.  maṇipravāḷaṃ khalu keraḷānāṃ vyavahāraḥ.  tatra 

ca kūntalādayaś śabdāḥ (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 290). 
46 Only usage is at the root of even things like lexicon [i.e. grammars, dictionaries].  Given that [words are 

known] everywhere through usage, how can the presence [of a word] in specialized usage be of no use in 

determining [its language].  

 

abhidhānāder api prayoga eva hi mūlam.  sarvathā viśeṣa-vyavahāre prayogeṇa tathā nirṇaya iti katham 

viśeṣa-vyavahāre darśanam aprayojakaṃ bhavet (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 290). 
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context describes the specific circumstances surrounding the presence of a word in such a 

usage, and gives specifics of how it enters the Keraḷa-bhāṣā lexicon.  Staying with the 

example of kūntal, our author takes issue with the fact that this word might occur in the 

usages of two different languages.  As a solution, he instead posits that it is two similar 

words instead of one identical word.  This distinction allows Maṇipravāḷam to remain only 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā and Sanskrit, despite the fact that words common to more than one language 

appear in its specialized usage.  When a word of contested origin appears in a work, the 

context serves as a clue to orient the reader or listener towards perceiving the word as 

belonging to a certain language.   

 

If you might suggest that the word kūntal must be [considered] a usage of Coḷa-

bhāṣā, then, for the same reason, it must be [considered] a usage of Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  

In these cases  [of uncertainty], the determination of its being one or the other is 

made through association [i.e. context].47 

 

Context in this discussion means the immediate or large-scale linguistic signifiers, which 

can be used to determine the overarching language of the work in which the word appears.  

Using this understanding of context, the author then cites a passage in which the word 

kūntal appears.  He determines that as it is in the verse, kūntal is a Keraḷa-bhāṣā word 

because the overall linguistic features of the passage are characteristic of Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  If 

one were to change the passage in certain ways (phonologically in this case), the linguistic 

                                                 
47

 nanu kūntal śabdaḥ coḷa-bhāṣety api vyavahartavyaṃ tathābhāvād iti cet keraḷa-bhāṣety api 

vyavahartavyaṃ tathābhāvāt.  tatra tu sāhacaryād anyataratvaniścayaḥ [...] (LT-Vṛ 1.1, pg. 291). 

 

The term sāhacarya is defined by Abhyankar as "a presence together, a mention together, association; this 

sāhacarya is many times of use in cases of doubt regarding the meaning of a word or the choice of a word in 

a particular sense" (Abhyankar 1961: 397). 
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features would indicate Coḷa-bhāṣā, and thus kūntal would also be Coḷa-bhāṣā.  The verse 

concerned is as follows:  

 

 kuḷiccu kūntalpuṟayuṃ tuvartti- 

 kkuḷurkka nokkippunaremmuḷārĕ 

 ŏritti ponāḷ adhunā maṇanmel 

 avaḷkkupol aṅṅiniyĕṅṅaḷ cetaḥ (I. 7, Ś. 6)48 

 

The contested word (kūntal, hair) appears in the opening line, the words that determine the 

context are in the fourth (aṅṅiniyĕṅṅaḷ, "from now on my").  The phonology of these words 

represents tendencies of Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  To illustrate how the context may change, the 

author of the Līlātilakam morphs these words to reflect Coḷa-bhāṣā tendencies.  The result 

is aṅkiniyĕṅkaḷ.  The difference is in the nasal assimilation (ṅk in Coḷa-bhāṣā would be ṅṅ 

in Keraḷa-bhāṣā, something true even of modern Malayalam).  This discrepancy in 

phonology is enough to redefine the linguistic leanings of the verse; as such, the context 

determines the linguistic leanings of the word kūntal.  The author imagines these two 

instances not as the same word showing up in two contexts that are incidentally different, 

but rather as two similar—but different—words appearing in two contexts that actually 

define the differences between those words.  

 

Whatever similarity [between words] there may be is mistaken as sameness by 

fools.  You may wonder why a word such as kūntal cannot be taken as common to 

both the Coḷas and the Keraḷas, but please, what do you gain [from this]?  If it is to 

show that there is Coḷa-bhāṣā [in a passage], then it is of no use.  There could be 

                                                 
48 She looked at me chillingly again, 

drying her hair after bathing; 

that woman walking in the sand. 

From now on my mind is fixed only on her. 
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the existence of either based [only] on its determining accompaniment.  Then, 

considering their distinctions, it is best that they be similar instead of the same.49 

 

 Now that there is an established distinction between words appearing in separate 

contexts, the author had to outline a concrete method of defining that distinction.  This 

leads us to the third paradigm, which is based on linguistic features that are understood as 

specific to a particular language.  In the Līlātilakam's argumentation of the opening chapter, 

these specifics are based primarily on the phonological differences between languages.50  

Through this paradigm, the comparison between languages becomes meaningful through 

an observable set of features that are unique to one language versus another.  In order to 

illustrate this, the author rhetorically inquires of the pūrvapakṣa—through a long list of 

examples—whether he has encountered certain Maṇipravāḷam words that show the 

features of a language other than Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  Through this argument, the author 

illustrates the conventions in Keraḷa-bhāṣā of nasal assimilation (anunāsikātiprasara) or 

the elision of the suffix -ai (aikāralopa), among other things—conventions not followed in 

other languages.51  By establishing convention through this methodology, the 

                                                 
49

 kāścit punas tattulyā ity aikyabhramo mugdhānām.  nanu kūntalādiśabdaś coḷānāṃ keraḷānāṃ sādhāraṇa 

iti kiṃ nocyate.  aṅga kas tadā tava labhaḥ.  coḷa-bhāṣātvam iti cen na.  niścitasāhacaryād 

ekatarabhāvasampatteḥ.  tadā bhedanibandhanaṃ sadṛśatvam eva yuktam na sādhāraṇatvam (LT-Vṛ 1.1, 

p. 292).       
50 The text as an entirety defines Keraḷa-bhāṣā and Maṇipravāḷam through other linguistic features such as 

treatments of case, gender, number, etc.  Particularly intriguing is the Līlātilakam's uncertain allegiances to 

either Tamil or Sanskrit, or both, in the creation of Maṇipravāḷam's (and Keraḷa-bhāṣā's) case system; See 

Freeman (2013). 
51 And what else, my great scholar?  Tell the truth, in any of the Maṇipravāḷam from then or now, or in any 

that you may have made or are making, have you ever seen the words vantān or iruntān?  Certainly you have 

only seen vannān or irunnān.  Likewise, have you seen teṅkā, māṅkā, kañci, or pañci?  Certainly you have 

only seen teṅṅā, māṅṅā, kaññi, paññi.  Do you know of yān or yānai?  Certainly you only know of ñān or 

āna.  Have you seen atanai, itanai, avaṯṯai, or ivaṯṯai?  You have certainly only seen atine, itine, aviṯṯe, iviṯṯe. 

[...] 
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"[Līlātilakam] is part of the dominant, substantialist trend in the Indic language theory 

which takes the stuff of literature to be its words and their sounds."52  Freeman has called 

attention to an interesting feature of the conception of Maṇipravāḷam's phonology in the 

Līlātilakam, namely its point of departure.  The author describes the phonetic system from 

the perspective of Sanskrit, simply making the modifications necessary to also include the 

Dravidian sounds not present in Sanskrit.  This is a significant departure from other users 

of the dramiḍa-saṅghāta, who adapt Sanskrit words to fit the Dravidian phonetic system.  

A major reason for this is the necessity to incorporate Sanskrit phonology into 

Maṇipravāḷam usage as it occurs in the original Sanskrit.53  

 These three paradigms work in variously abstracted ways to navigate the 

relationships that naturally occur between the languages in such close proximity, even 

sharing geographic borders and a common linguistic heritage.  The first occurs at a 

conceptual level to address issues of a word's infiltration across these borders.  The 

expanded notion of usage allows for the author to deal with anomalies in the Keraḷa-bhāṣā 

lexicon that are not present in conventional (i.e. non-literary) settings—in the case of 

Maṇipravāḷam, these anomalies are frequently words that also appear in languages other 

than Keraḷa-bhāṣā; e.g. kūntal.  A significant contribution of specialized usage to Keraḷa-

bhāṣā is that it carries with it a specialized register of vocabulary—the multiplicity of 

                                                 
api ca mahāpaṇḍita.  cirantaneṣu vā adyataneṣu vā tvayaiva kṛteṣu vā kriyamāṇeṣu vā maṇipravāḷeṣu satyaṃ 

brūhi.  kvacid api kiṃ 'vantān iruntān' ity uktaṃ vacanaṃ tvayā dṛṣṭam abhūt.  'vannān irunnān' ity eva khalu 

dṛṣṭam.  tathā 'teṅkā māṅkā kañci pañci' iti kiṃ dṛṣṭam.  'teṅṅā māṅṅā kaññi paññi' ity eva khalu dṛṣṭam. 

'yān yānai' iti kim upalabdham.  'ñān āna' ity eva khalūpalabdham.  'atanai itanai avaṯṯai ivaṯṯai' iti kiṃ 

vīkṣitam.  'atine itine aviṯṯe iviṯṯe' ity eva nūnaṃ vīkṣitam [...] (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 293).    
52 Freeman (2013: 205). 
53 See ibid., pp. 205-08. 
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registers of linguistic usage is an important aspect of a versatile language.  Arguments 

regarding a word's position within the Keraḷa-bhāṣā vocabulary that are based on usage 

tend to be inclusive—the ultimate goal is to incorporate that word into the lexicon.  

However, the second paradigm, context, is more restrictive.  The aim with context-based 

arguments is to show that an apparently identical word appearing in the lexicons of more 

than one language is only a part of Keraḷa-bhāṣā under a specific set of circumstances 

governed by the conventions of Keraḷa-bhāṣā itself.  In that sense, the sameness of the word 

occurring in two different linguistic environments is only superficial and it is actually two 

different words that can at best be described as merely similar.  Since context relies on 

specific usages, it is an immediately observable phenomenon and as such, it is less 

abstracted than conceptualizations concerning usage.  The last paradigm provides the 

conventions that define the linguistic features determining context.  Phonological 

distinctions at the level of the word percolate into context and become the most basic 

structural element in defining the language at hand, making it highly exclusive. 

 These elements all combine to argue for linguistic conventions that not only define 

lexical possibilities within a language, but also argue for a sense of literary identity as is 

striven for as a component of a vernacular identity.  The vernacularization has its 

foundations in a distinct Keraḷa-bhāṣā and is further brought to fruition through Sanskrit in 

the Maṇipravāḷam composite.  In the struggle for Keraḷa-bhāṣā's vernacular identity so far, 

we have seen the arguments surrounding Dravidian component of this composite, but now 

we can turn to the Sanskrit component and how that contributes its vocabulary and literary 

models in Keraḷa-bhāṣā's vernacular assertion.   
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2.2 ENGAGING SANSKRIT 

 

 The opening chapter of the Līlātilakam did a lot of argumentative work to create a 

sense of identity for Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  But since the author (and presumably the tradition at 

large) Maṇipravāḷam requires that Keraḷa-bhāṣā be united with Sanskrit, the Līlātilakam 

had to solidify its relationship with Sanskrit.  The author’s exploits with the language 

largely consist of wholesale borrowing with the intent to establish its own vernacular status.  

The presence of Sanskrit in the Līlātilakam represents a choice on the part of our author 

and the poets of the early Maṇipravāḷam tradition to unite Keraḷa-bhāṣā with a language 

more esteemed than itself.54  Sanskrit permeates the entire work providing the structural 

and theoretical frameworks for the discourse on Maṇipravāḷam.  Structurally, the 

Līlātilakam reads as a Sanskrit text on poetics, comparatively brief though it may be.  Of 

course, it is also written entirely in Sanskrit following the sūtra-vṛtti format.  It has 

aphorisms (sūtra) elucidated by its (auto)commentary (vṛtti), which is in turn colored by 

examples taken from Maṇipravāḷam literature.  Features such as this bring it in line with 

the poetic discourse happening in Sanskrit by conforming to the discursive models 

common in the Sanskrit context.  Aside from the structural framework of the text, the 

                                                 
54 This choice has interesting connotations taken in relation to Pollock's ideas of choice in the context of the 

cosmopolitan vernacular.  Kannada is chosen as a vernacular replacement for inscriptional Sanskrit—this 

later develops into a literary identity for Kannada.  Pollock seems to assume that Sanskrit poetics inherently 

provide the theoretical model around which this identity can form: cf. "As the cosmopolitan is constituted 

through cultural flows from the vernacular, so the vernacular constructs itself by appropriation from the 

cosmopolitan—a process that sometimes, as here [in the case of Kannada], amounts to unwitting 

reappropriation" (Pollock 1998: 25).  Maṇipravāḷam, however, is very clearly choosing Sanskrit and its 

poetics as a compliment to Keraḷa-bhāṣā in order to elevate its own vernacular hopes. 
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borrowings continue in the form of poetic theories, which are taken essentially wholesale 

from Sanskrit.  A quick glance at the work's chapter divisions is testament to this: 

(1) The definition of Maṇipravāḷam and the interaction of languages in South India  

 (2) Morphology between Sanskrit and Bhāṣā, case, gender, number, etc.  

 (3) Sandhi rules in Maṇipravāḷam 

 (4) Poetic defects (doṣa) 

 (5) Poetic qualities (guṇa) 

 (6) Types of ornamentation of sound (śabdālaṅkāra) 

 (7) Types of ornamentation of meaning (arthālaṅkāra) 

 (8) Explanation of aesthetic sentiment (rasa) 

In adopting this as the structure of the text, the aim of the Līlātilakam's author was to 

transpose Keraḷa-bhāṣā into it.  Though unacknowledged by our author, the imperfection 

in that process of transposition leads to several instances of Keraḷa-bhāṣā's Tamil heritage 

subtly seeping through the cracks left during the import of Sanskrit.  Some examples 

include pseudo-Sanskrit sandhis that show Dravidian habits, Keraḷa-bhāṣā's Dravidian-

oriented understanding of its Sanskrit-based case system, or the treatments of some figures 

of speech (alaṅkāra) and their correspondence to Dravidian meters.55   

 Aside from mere borrowing, there was also an attempt at true engagement with 

Sanskrit poetics—sometimes successful, sometimes more strained.  For the purpose of this 

study, I will discuss two specific features of Sanskrit poetics that demonstrate the 

                                                 
55 For a deeper explanation of these, see Freeman (2013).  
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Līlātilakam's experiments in the discussion of poetics.  The first is the thoughts surrounding 

the concept of rasa, or sentiment.  Rasa naturally ties in closely with developments in 

dhvani, so this must also be addressed.  The second is the sahṛdaya, or the informed 

connoisseur.  The sahṛdaya contributes greatly to literary criticism, fostering a sense of 

identity for Keraḷa-bhāṣā and a contributing towards a cultural milieu in which Keraḷa-

bhāṣā and Sanskrit can interact.   

 

2.2.1 Rasa in the Līlātilakam 

 

 First found with its aesthetic connotations in the Nāṭyaśāstra with reference to its 

role in dramaturgy, rasa obtained a place of primacy in poetic theory most notably in the 

Dhvanyāloka.  This text synthesized the poetic theories up until that point (e.g. 

alaṅkāraśāstra, nāṭyaśāstra) into one all-encompassing concept of poetics with dhvani at 

its pinnacle.56   The chapter on rasa in the Līlātilakam gives a wide sample of 

Maṇipravāḷam excerpts that span a variety of rasas, though the emphasis on eroticism—a 

stereotypical standard for the language—remains.  In addition, the chapter attempts to align 

with ideas of suggestion (vyaṅgya) and the elements needed to create an aesthetic 

experience for the audience as are found in the developments in dhvani.  Our author appears 

conflicted in some of these concepts, but the engagement with the Sanskrit tradition is 

clear.  Let us first consider the opening sūtra of the eighth chapter (sūtra 137) and its 

commentary. 

 

 maṇipravāḷajīvitaṃ vyaṅgyam.  

                                                 
56 See Gerow (1977: 250-258). 
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 jīvitam ātmā.  vyaṅgyaṃ rasarūpam.  vastvalaṅkārarūpayoḥ rasāṅgatvāt.57  

 

In comparison with the opening of the Dhvanyāloka, we see a close parallel, especially 

when we consider the commentary of LT 8.137 along with the sūtra itself. 

 

 kāvyasyātmā dhvanir iti budhair yaḥ samāmnātapūrvas 

 tasyābhāvaṃ jagadurapare bhāktamāhus tam anye; 

 kecid vācāṃ sthitam aviṣaye tattvamūcus tad īyaṃ 

 tena brūmaḥ sahṛdayamanaḥprītaye tatsvarūpam.58 

 

A couple of things are immediately apparent.  The first is the use of jīvita (life) in LT 8.137 

in place of ātman (soul), which is the parallel in the Dhvanyāloka verse.  The very opening 

of the Dhvanyāloka, which our text is clearly referring to, uses ātman (soul) to describe the 

relationship between dhvani and poetry—"dhvani is the soul of poetry."  Instead of using 

ātman directly in the sūtra, our author uses the perhaps less-expected "jīvita" and glosses 

it with ātman in his commentary.  It is possible that the choices in terminology stem from 

the Alaṅkārasarvasva—it was on this text that Samudrabandha wrote his commentary 

under the patronage of Ravi Varma in Kerala not long before the composition of the 

Līlātilakam.  The Ālaṅkārasarvasva accepts the theoretical stance put forth by 

Ānandavardhana59 and the terminology used in LT 8.137 reflects that of the 

                                                 
57 Suggestion is the life of Maṇipravāḷam (LT 8.137, p. 321). 

 

Life means soul.  Suggestion (vyaṅgya) takes shape as rasa because the forms of direct depiction (vastu) and 

ornamented depiction (alaṅkāra) both subserve rasa (LT-Vṛ 8.137, p. 321). 
58 Though the learned men of yore have declared time and time again that the soul of poetry is suggestion 

[dhvani], some would aver its non-existence, some would regard it as something (logically) implied and some 

others would speak of its essence as lying beyond the scope of words.  We propose, therefore, to explain its 

nature and bring delight to the hearts of perceptive critics [i.e. sahṛdaya].  (DhĀ 1.1, translation from K. 

Krishnamoorthy 1974: p. 3) 
59 Narayanan (2002: 47).  
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Alaṅkārasarvasva instead of that in the Dhvanyāloka.  This passage occurs while Ruyyaka 

promotes Dhvanikāra's (i.e. Ānandavardhana's) postulations:  

 

tasmād vyaṅgya eva vākyārthībhūtaḥ kāvyajīvitam ity eṣa eva pakṣo 

vākyārthavidāṃ sahṛdayānām āvarjakaḥ.60 

 

It is natural that the author of the Līlātilakam would use terminology from a text near to 

him in both time and geography, while at the same time acknowledging the primary source 

of its poetic theory (i.e. the Dhvnayāloka) by glossing jīvita as ātman in the commentary.  

The association of vyaṅgya with the "life of poetry" in the Alaṅkārasarvasva passage may 

also account for a more dubious construal:  the Līlātilakam's use of vyaṅgya in place of 

dhvani. 

 Dhvani is when "different constituent elements of a poetic composition, when taken 

together, reveal a deeper meaning, unexpressed by any of the individual parts—a meaning 

that flashes upon the sahṛdaya instantaneously."61  There is a fundamental difference 

between vyaṅgya and dhvani that must be clarified—even though both terms are often 

conflated with the same English term "suggestion."  Dhvani occurs when " the suggested 

[i.e. vyaṅgya] and not the expressed [i.e. vācya] content [...] gives rise to its poetic worth.  

Hence, all instances of vyaṅgya are not dhvani."62  Only when the suggested sense 

(vyaṅgyārtha) is predominant over the expressed sense (vācyārtha) in a passage does the 

                                                 
60 Therefore, the position (pakṣa) that attracts the sahṛdaya who undertands the sense of a sentence is that 

suggestion—having become the [main] sense of a sentence—is the life of poetry (AS p.12-13). 

 

"Therefore" (tasmād) is a connector from the previous statement, which illustrates that alaṅkāras are merely 

decorative elements (i.e. not the "life of poetry"), and rasa is the thing to be decorated. 
61 Vijayavardhana (1970: 101). 
62 ibid., p. 108. 
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suggested sense lead to dhvani.  The term dhvani is, however, not without its ambiguities.  

In his commentary on the Dhvanyāloka, Abhinavagupta outlines five different senses for 

the word dhvani (cf. DhĀ-L 1.13): a suggestive word (śabda), a suggestive sense (artha), 

the suggesting of an implicit meaning (vyāpāra), the suggested sense itself (vyaṅgya), or a 

poem which contains all these factors (samudāya)—i.e. the abstract category of Dhvani 

Poetry.63   

 The precise meaning of dhvani as Ānandavardhana intended in DhĀ 1.1 remains 

unclear, but the author of the Līlātilakam seems sure of its meaning as vyaṅgya.  His 

certainty on this point means that our author understands suggested sense to be the soul of 

poetry, not any of Abhinavagupta's other definitions for dhvani.  Suggested sense can be 

of three kinds: vyaṅgya-rasa (suggested rasa), vyaṅgya-alaṅkāra (suggested poetic 

figure), or vyaṅgya-vastu (suggested idea).  The Līlātilakam is concerned primarily with 

vyaṅgya-rasa.  That stance is clear from the commentary on LT 8.137.  Here, our author 

takes vyaṅgya as being rasarūpa, having rasa as its (ultimate) form.  Due to this and also 

because the commentary describes vastu and alaṅkāra as subsidiaries (aṅga) of rasa 

leading to its realization, it is clear that our author is dealing with vyaṅgya as equated 

specifically with a superior vyaṅgya-rasa,64 or suggested rasa.  With this, then, our author 

has vyaṅgya-rasa as the soul of Maṇipravāḷam.   

 Vyaṅgya-rasa stands unique amidst the other variations of vyaṅgya in that there is 

no vācya counterpart to rasa—it can only be suggested through proper manipulation of all 

                                                 
63 Ingalls (1990: 47-48 n.1). 
64 Superior as it relates to vyaṅgya-alaṅkāra or vyaṅgya-vastu. 
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stimuli (vibhāva), consequents (anubhāva), transient states (vyabhicārin), etc., which occur 

and are sustained only in a poetic context.  One feature they all have in common, however, 

is that they can all happen at various levels of emphasis because vyaṅgya can occur as 

either the subordinate or dominant element in a passage—that is, subordinate or dominant 

in relation to expressed sense (vācyārtha).  This fact, and the Līlātilakam's identification 

of vyaṅgya as the soul of Maṇipravāḷam, gives a unique metric by which to evaluate the 

quality of Maṇipravāḷam not present in Ānandavardhana's schematic.        

 Ānandavardhana asserts that the highest quality of poetry is dhvani or Suggestive 

Poetry.  This is when the poetic appeal is according to the dominance of suggested sense 

(vyaṅgyārtha), which elevates to dhvani in all its three incarnations (rasa-, alaṅkāra-, or 

vastu-dhvani), though rasa-dhvani is the most appealing of them.  The next is guṇībhūta-

vyaṅgya, where the poetic appeal comes not from suggested sense, but rather from 

expressed sense (vācyārtha); in addition, suggested sense exists in a supporting role to the 

dominance of the expressed sense.  The last and lowest quality of poetry is citra-kāvya.  In 

this case, any poetic appeal comes entirely from expressed sense consisting of poetic 

quality (guṇa) and figures of speech (alaṅkāra); suggested sense is missing entirely.65  As 

such, dhvani—the soul of poetry according to Ānandavardhana—is present only within the 

works with the highest poetic merit.  In all other cases, suggested sense is overshadowed 

by expressed sense, which prevents dhvani from manifesting. 

                                                 
65 Vijayavardhana (1970: 110-11). 
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 Let us now consider this in comparison with the gradient of quality in 

Maṇipravāḷam.  The highest quality (uttama) works are those that give a predominance to 

Bhāṣā over Sanskrit and rasa over expressed sense (vācyārtha).  There are already two 

major ways the Maṇipravāḷam gradation operates differently from Ānandavardhana's.  The 

first is that now, we have two dimensions of evaluation: one of language ratios, the other 

based on ratios of expressed sense to "suggested sense."  I put "suggested sense" in 

quotations because of the second difference between the two gradations: the apparent 

conflation of rasa and vyaṅgyārtha.66  The conflation is unfortunate, but it is possible to 

understand the author's thinking—unclear though it may be.  Rasa can only be suggested, 

it cannot be expressed through literal means; so vyaṅgya-rasa can potentially be simplified 

to the term rasa because vācya-rasa cannot exist.  And we know our author is concerned 

with vyaṅgya-rasa (not vyaṅgya-alaṅkāra or vyaṅgya-vastu) because of the commentary 

on LT 8.137 that we saw above.  Therefore vyaṅgya-rasa or rasa can be construed, if need 

be, as an instance of vyaṅgyārtha specific to the case of Maṇipravāḷam.   

 Looking at another level of quality on the Maṇipravāḷam scale, we see that the 

middle kind (madhyama) consists of (1) equal emphasis on rasa and vācyārtha and (2) 

equal amounts of Bhāṣā and Sanskrit.  Rasa is still a part of the metric used in evaluating 

a passage's merit.  This is true even of the lowest level of Maṇipravāḷam (adhama) however 

insignificant the (vyaṅgya-) rasa may be.67  Vyaṅgya, then—the soul of Maṇipravāḷam 

                                                 
66 The comparison as it is in Ānandavardhana is relative predominance of vyaṅgyārtha and vācyārtha, in the 

Līlātilakam, it is the relative predominance of rasa and vācyārtha. 
67 See appendix 3. 
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according to our author—is present in all levels of Maṇipravāḷam. This was not so in the 

case of Ānandavardhana—dhvani is restricted to poetic forms of the highest quality. 

 The confusion of terminology and the place of rasa catches up with our author 

when an interlocutor brings up an objection that there are some works called Maṇipravāḷam 

that have no rasa and that Maṇipravāḷam is a misnomer for these works.  The pūrvapakṣa 

raises an objection regarding the specific example of Alattūr Maṇipravāḷa.68  The objection 

is that the text uses language that unites Bhāṣā and Sanskrit, but lacks rasa as it is a 

technical medical treatise.  Without rasa, the union is therefore inferior and it should not 

be considered Maṇipravāḷam. 

 

One may object that there is no [proper] preparation of Bhāṣā and Sanskrit for those 

aesthetically minded in Maṇipravāḷam works like Ālattūr due to their lack of rasa.  

How is there rasa in describing treatments of disease?  Maṇipravāḷam should have 

rasa.69 

 

Before this objection, the Līlātilakam is clear that rasa and alaṅkāra are not entirely 

necessary to produce a work capable of attracting the mind of a sahṛdaya. 

 

 There is no stipulation that only rasa can attract the heart of a sahṛdaya.  This is  

 accomplished simply through the absence of doṣa and the presences of guṇa.70  

 

That rasa is optional contradicts the fact that even in the lowest strata of Maṇipravāḷam 

defined by our author, there is a presence of rasa, defective though it may be.   This 

                                                 
68 This is a medical text written by the Ālattūr Nambis, physicians of Ālattūr in modern Palghat District in 

Kerala (Ezhuthachan 1964: 3, n. 6b). 
69 nanu ālatturādi maṇipravāḷeṣu bhāṣāsaṃskṛtayor nna rasikajanasannāḥ rasābhāvāt.  

vyādhicikitsādikathane koyam rasaḥ.  maṇipravāḷena rasavatā bhavitavyam (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 288).  
70 sahṛdayahṛdayāvarjanaṃ tu rasenaiveti na niyamaḥ.  doṣābhāvaguṇabhāvābhyām api tad bhavati (LT-

Vṛ 1.1, p. 288). 
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contradiction renders the Līlātilakam's response to the pūrvapakṣa not entirely satisfying.  

The author rejects the objection by saying that if the basic conditions of quality 

Maṇipravāḷam are met—namely that with the union of Bhāṣā and Sanskrit, there is the 

presence of guṇa and the absence of doṣa—then the sahṛdaya will have an aesthetically 

pleasant impression of the work (we see that in the above citation, as well).  The trouble 

occurs when the author addresses the objection that there is no rasa in the Alattūr 

Maṇipravāḷa by suggesting that no rasa is equivalent to its poor implementation because 

both produce no joy in the audience.  Based on his understanding of the term rasa and its 

relation to vyaṅgya, he is effectively that saying that there is no vyaṅgya-rasa in these 

works even though vyaṅgya-rasa can be found in all other instances of Maṇipravāḷam 

literature at various quantities.  

 

Rasa and alaṅkāra are not necessary.  Even though in [sūtra 10] "[That 

Maṇipravāḷam is] inferior [which has a] deficiency [of both Bhāṣā and rasa]," the 

deficiency of rasa might seem necessary, [however] insignificant, it is actually not 

necessary because that [deficiency] is indistinguishable from its absence since it 

does not lead to enjoyment.  It is not necessary that rasa attract the mind of an 

informed connoisseur (sahṛdaya), this is done even through the absence of blemish 

(doṣa) and the presence of qualities (guṇa).71 

 

Equating little rasa with no rasa leaves something to be desired in our author's rebuttal.  

He seems strained in his response and somewhat unsure of his own thoughts on the exact 

position of rasa as it relates to Maṇipravāḷam and its various grades.  Both the construal of 

dhvani in DhĀ 1.1 as vyaṅgya and the conflation of rasa with vyaṅgyārtha seem like likely 

                                                 
71 rasavattvam alaṅkāravattvaṃ ca na niyatam.  nyūnatve 'dhamam ity atra yadyapi rasanyūnatvam 

alpatvam iti tasya niyatatā gamyate tathāpy alpīyān sannayamanāhlādakatvād asato na viśiṣyata iti na tasya 

niyatatvam.  sahṛdayahṛdayāvarjanaṃ tu rasenaiveti na niyamaḥ.  doṣābhāvaguṇabhāvābhyām api tad 

bhavati (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 288). 
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culprits in the breakdown of the Līlātilakam's argument.  In Ānandavardhana, the soul of 

poetry and its limitations are all clear.  In the Līlātilakam, on the other hand, contradiction 

and conflation of vocabulary, perhaps based on usages present in the Alaṅkārasarvasva, 

muddle the clarity and leave space for the pūrvapakṣa to object without a satisfactory 

response from the author of the text. 

 The Līlātilakam does, however, exhibit some features of Sanskrit poetics in a more 

satisfying way, but they are still incomplete.  The author gives us a sampling of each type 

of rasa though there is clearly an emphasis on śṛṅgāra-rasa (the erotic rasa) due to the 

amount of space devoted to its description.  The author provides six verses illustrating 

śṛṅgāra-rasa and its two types, love in separation (vipralambha) and love in union 

(sambhoga).  This is opposed to the one or two verses used to demonstrate the 

characteristics of the other eight rasas (śānta-rasa is considered a rasa in the Līlātilakam).  

The emphasis given to eroticism in the Līlātilakam reflects the over-saturation of eroticism 

in the pool of literature from which our author had to draw his examples.  We have already 

seen above that much of the subject matter in Maṇipravāḷam is based on courtesans and 

their praise.  There is also a very brief, if not incomplete, description of the origin of each 

rasa in terms of their relationship with others, and their prevalence among the gods. 

 

Among the nine rasas presented here, there are groupings of two which respectively 

produce and are produced.  There is nothing produced by the peaceful rasa.  Of 

these, the heroic rasa is prominent among the gods like Mahendra.  Moreover, 
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[among gods] like the holy Lotus-eyed One [i.e. Viṣṇu], the erotic rasa is 

prominent.72   

 

The Līlātilakam passage here is taken from a concept found in the Nāṭyaśāstra, but it is 

quite abbreviated as is clear when one sees the corresponding passage of the Nāṭyaśāstra. 

 

From the erotic comes the humorous, and from the furious [comes] the pitiful rasa;  

the wondrous is produced from the heroic, and from the disgusting [comes] the 

terrifying. 

 The humorous appears with the [parodied] imitation of the erotic; 

 and the result of the furious is known to be the pitiful rasa. 

 And the result of the heroic appears as wondrous; 

 and the sight of something disgusting is known to be terrifying. 

  

 And now the colors: 

  

 The erotic [appears] dark blue, the humorous appears as white; 

 the pitiful [appears] grey [as a pigeon] and the furious appears as red.  

 The heroic is known to be a pale yellow and the terrifying as black; 

 the disgusting is the color blue and the wondrous is thought of as yellow. 

  

 And now the deities: 

  

 The erotic is for the god Viṣnu, the humorous for the god Pramatha; 

 the furious is for the god Rudra, the pitiful for the god Yama. 

 The disgusting is for Mahākāla [i.e. Śiva], the terrifying for Kāla; 

 the heroic is for the god Mahendra, the wondrous for the god Brahmā.73 

                                                 
72 atra pradarśiteṣu raseṣu savasu dvau dvau rasau krameṇa janakajanyau.  śāntasya na janyaḥ.  eṣu vīraḥ 

pradhānaṃ deveṣu mahendra iva.  tato 'pi bhagavān puṇḍarīkākṣa iva śṛṅgāraḥ pradhānam (LT-Vṛ 8.151, 

p. 324-25). 
73

 śṛṅgārāddhi bhaveddhāsyo raudrāc ca karuṇo rasaḥ 

vīrāc caivādbhutotpattir bībhatsāc ca bhayānakaḥ. 

śṛṅgārānukṛtir yā tu sa hāsyas tu prakīrtitaḥ 

raudrasyaiva ca yatkarma sa jñeyaḥ karuṇo rasaḥ. 

vīrasyāpi ca yatkarma so 'dbhutaḥ parikīrtitaḥ  

bībhatsadarśanaṃ yac ca jñeyaḥ sa tu bhayānakaḥ. 

 

atha varṇāḥ 

  

śyāmo bhavati śṛṅgāraḥ sito hāsyaḥ prakīrtitaḥ 

kapotaḥ karuṇaś caiva rakto raudraḥ prakīrtitaḥ. 

gauraḥ vīras tu vijñeyaḥ kṛṣṇaś caiva bhayānakaḥ 
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Also notice that because śānta-rasa was not in the original group of rasas recognized in 

the Nāṭyaśāstra, it occupies a unique position in the Līlātilakam as not giving rise to 

another rasa.  All other rasas form pairs, each element of which is either producer or the 

produced (e.g. hāsya comes out of śṛṅgāra).  Śānta is not a part of a pair, so the author of 

the Līlātilakam was obligated to make special mention in his text of it not producing any 

other rasa.      

 Despite the author's difficulties with rasa and its interactions with dhvani, the 

understanding of rasa's production in a poetic context is taken faithfully from the 

Nāṭyaśāstra.  This is clear from the correlations especially between the Nāṭyaśāstra's rasa-

niṣpatti sūtra and sūtras 140-141 of the Līlātilakam along with their commentary.74  Here 

is a look at the Nāṭyaśāstra's rasa-niṣpatti sūtra in comparison with sūtra 140 of the 

Līlātilakam: 

 

Rasa arises from a [proper] combination of stimuli, consequents, and transient 

states.75 

 

Rasa is a basic emotion which has been [further] developed through stimuli, 

consequents, transient states, and involuntary reactions.76  

 

                                                 
nīlavarṇas tu bībhatsaḥ pītaś caivādbhutaḥ smṛtaḥ. 

  

atha daivatāni 

 

śṛṅgāro viṣṇudaivatyo hāsyaḥ pramathadaivataḥ 

raudro rudrādhidaivatyaḥ karuṇo yamadaivataḥ 

bībhatsasya mahākālaḥ kāldevo bhayānakaḥ 

vīro mahendradevaḥ syād adbhuto brahmadaivataḥ (NŚ 6.39-45). 
74 See appendix 1 for the English translation, appendix two for the original Sanskrit. 
75 vibhāvānubhāvavyabhicārisaṃyogād rasaniṣpattiḥ (NŚ p. 271). 
76 vibhāvānubhāvavyabhicārisāttvikābhivyaktaḥ sthāyī rasaḥ (LT 8.140, p. 322). 
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There are two notable additions in the Līlātilakam sūtra—namely that the terms sāttvika 

(involuntary reaction) and sthāyin (basic emotion), which do not occur in the Nāṭyaśāstra 

sūtra.  These are not, however, developments in the Līlātilakam, our text merely 

consolidates into one sūtra these ideas which are elaborated elsewhere in the Nāṭyaśāstra.  

The sāttvikas are given ample space in NŚ 7.93-108 and the sthāyins occur in various places 

but are explained in the most detail in NŚ 7.6-27.  Of course, there is much more correlation 

on this matter between the Līlātilakam and the Nāṭyaśāstra, but it is beyond the scope of 

this study to highlight all the specifics.  Suffice it to say that the two texts are in alignment 

with each other in most respects related to the artistic production of rasa.   

 The basic sense is that stimuli (vibhāva)—of two kinds, foundational (ālambana) 

and enhancing (uddīpana)—provide the context in which rasa can be realized.  Each basic 

emotion (sthāyin) manifests in the mind and is amplified through a work of poetry or 

drama, ultimately resonating with its corresponding rasa.  Consequents77 (anubhāva) are 

those physical reactions that occur as a result of the rasa being conveyed; involuntary 

reactions (sāttvika) are a subset of these physical reactions that take place beyond the 

control of the one experiencing them—things like sweating, trembling, tears, etc.  Transient 

states (vyabhicārin) are fleeting mental states that intensify the dominant rasa.  A true 

aesthetic experience of rasa is brought about through the proper handling of all of these 

components that sustains the dominant rasa throughout a work of poetry or drama.  

                                                 
77 The translation of anubhāva as "consequent" is taken from Ingalls (1990). 
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 As it relates to rasa, we then see a close engagement with Sanskrit poetics to 

varying degrees of success.  The Līlātilakam's understanding of suggested rasa appears 

strained at times, but there is a cogent knowledge of where rasa comes from in the tradition 

and also how to bring it about in a work of poetry.    

 

2.2.2 The Sahṛdaya in the Līlātilakam 

 

 Another aspect of Sanskrit poetics given much emphasis in the Līlātilakam is the 

sahṛdaya, or informed connoisseur.  It is clear, based on the content of the text, that poets 

are a likely audience for the Līlātilakam—it provides the information necessary to create 

poetry in the medium of Maṇipravāḷam.  But the poet-as-audience is not the whole story.  

The broader audience is a more generalized group of cultural elites—those who hold 

productive roles within artistic spheres (especially those pertaining to the use of language) 

in order to promote linguistic activity and cultivate a language's evolution.  As such, this 

cultural elite is constituted of different, though not mutually exclusive, groups of those who 

use the Līlātilakam productively as a manual for poetic composition and those who receive 

composed literature and understand it critically.  We have already seen that the basic 

definition of Maṇipravāḷam is that it is the union of Sanskrit with the vernacular (i.e. 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā).  However, the Līlātilakam also provides us with an extended definition, 

providing purpose to this union.           

 

  

The union [of Bhāṣā and Sanskrit] is a preparation which has as its aim the 

attraction of the heart of the sahṛdaya.  And this is achieved through (1) necessary 
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absence of poetic blemish and the presence of poetic qualities and (2) optional use 

of ornamented depiction (alaṅkāra) and rasa.78 

 

The purpose is developing the union of languages in such a way so as to attract the minds 

of the sahṛdaya—a concept taken right out of Sanskrit poetics.79  Given this purpose, the 

text wishes to establish a connection between the poet and the sahṛdaya by communicating 

how to incite a passionate response in these sahṛdayas.  This leads to an interplay between 

two different actors in the Maṇipravāḷam literary circle: those who create the literature and 

those who understand it.  The subsequent interactions between artist and critic become 

important in the development of a linguistic identity, which ultimately works to serve the 

overarching aim of distinguishing Keraḷa-bhāṣā from Tamil and form a cultural milieu in 

which Maṇipravāḷam and Keraḷa-bhāṣā can thrive.  A closer look into the interaction 

between artist and critic can help explain how it helped in defining Keraḷa-bhāṣā. 

 The saḥrdaya is a critic par excellence; he is not only capable of finding the faults 

or merits within a work, but there is also a passionate engagement with a work of true 

quality.  The theory behind the sahṛdaya was heavily promoted in the dhvani theory of 

                                                 
78 yogas sannāhas sahṛdayahṛdayāvarjanaviṣayaḥ.  sa punar niyatena doṣarāhityena guṇayogena 

cāniyatālaṅkārarasasaṃsparśena ca sampatyate (LT-Vṛ 1.1, p. 287). 
79 Recall the opening verse of the Dhvanyāloka, especially the last line translated as "We propose, therefore, 

to explain its nature and bring delight to the hearts of perceptive critics [sahṛdaya]." (from K. Krishnamoorthy 

1974: p. 3).   

 

kāvyasyātmā dhvanir iti budhair yaḥ samāmnātapūrvas 

tasyābhāvaṃ jagadurapare bhāktamāhus tam anye; 

kecid vācāṃ sthitam aviṣaye tattvamūcus tad īyaṃ 

tena brūmaḥ sahṛdayamanaḥprītaye tatsvarūpam (DhĀ 1.1). 

 

The parallels are clear taking the Dhvanyāloka passage in comparison to the similar passage from the 

Līlātilakam. 

 

yogas sannāhas sahṛdayahṛdayāvarjanaviṣayaḥ.   
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poetics.  It holds a position of clear importance even in dhvani's earlier works like 

Ānandavardhana's Dhvanyāloka80 (and Abhinavagupta's commentary entitled Locana).  

With dhvani promoting poetry through suggestion, there was much more to being a 

responsible audience member than mere aural comprehension.  One would be required to 

extract poetic sentiment from the aesthetic imagery, suggesting the author’s intention rather 

than expressing it directly.  The sahṛdaya is one who can fulfill that requirement through 

a trained capacity to understand rasa and the conventions used to lead one to it.  They 

accomplished this in a variety of literary contexts.  Within the gradient of literary forms of 

kāvya, the sahṛdaya is responsible for extracting rasa in increasingly abstract ways.  For 

instance, since drama (nāṭya)81 is staged with characterizations, props, performance 

conventions, etc., there are numerous contextual and visual clues to lead one towards a 

particular aesthetic experience.  This is opposed to an isolated stanza of poetry (muktaka),82 

which would have no visual clues and significantly fewer contextual signifiers.  However, 

despite the large disparity between literary forms, an accomplished sahṛdaya is expected 

to have no trouble experiencing the mood of the work.  

 As these mutual expectations between poet and audience member became more 

complex, the sahṛdaya developed a niche as a critic beyond a mere observer.  Their tastes 

                                                 
80 Interestingly, manuscripts do not support the title being Dhvanyāloka, but instead favor the titles of 

Kāvyāloka and Sahṛdayāloka; there are also other forms like Sahṛdayahṛdayāloka or Sahṛdayāvaloka in the 

manuscript tradition (Krishnamoorthy 1974: xvi). 
81 Nāṭya is a visual (dṛśya) form of kāvya.  Even so, the drama can still convey a particular rasa even if it is 

only read and not staged (Hardikar 1994: 267). 
82 Muktaka falls under the category of heard (śravya) kāvya as opposed to the dṛśya.  This category requires 

a much larger imaginative capacity in order for the observer to navigate the aesthetics of a work (Hardikar 

1994: 267). 
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developed into a standard by which poets could gauge their word choice, implementation 

of alaṅkāra, etc.  Even early dhvani texts concerning the issue encouraged poets to 

preemptively seek out words with layered meanings that would satisfy the sahṛdayas.  

Ānandavardhana expresses this in the Dhvanyāloka by pointing out that the essence of 

good poetry is in the use of meanings that will be admired by the sahṛdaya.83  The 

Līlātilakam aligns with this in most respects, though there is a dimension of artistic 

flexibility not present in Ānandavardhana's work.  The sahṛdaya is faced with new 

challenges in specific contexts wherein poets deal with multi-lingual modes of 

composition.  This fact puts the Līlātilakam in line with other traditions of composition 

dealing with similar issues of multi-lingualism.  The author cites a Sanskrit verse of "pan-

Indic scope which extols the combining of Sanskrit and regional vernaculars as bestowing 

fame in the world of poetic conclaves."84  The Dhvanyāloka cites several examples in both 

Sanskrit and Prakrit, but those citations are never a mixture of languages.   

 With two languages commingling in a single context, the Maṇipravāḷam poet has 

an additional dimension of artistic expression in his arsenal; and the sahṛdaya has yet 

                                                 
83 The essence of poetry is established as that meaning which is found commendable by the sahṛdaya.  Its 

two divisions are regarded as being either explicit or implicit. 

 
yo 'rthaḥ sahṛdayaślāghyaḥ kāvyātmeti vyavasthitaḥ 

vācyapratīyamānākhyau tasya bhedāv ubhau smṛtau. (DhĀ. 1.2)   
84 Freeman (2013: 202-3 and n. 8).  The verse is as follows: 

 

One telling tales in conclaves without using too much Sanskrit or too much local language shall become 

esteemed in the world.   

 

nātyantaṃ saṃskṛtenaiva nātyantaṃ deśabhāṣayā 

kathāṃ goṣṭhīṣu kathayan loke bahumato bhavet. 

 

It is found as LT padyam 6 (I., p. 36); also Kāmasūtra 1.4.37 and Sarasvatīkaṇṭhābharaṇam 2.12. 
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another feature of the literature to appreciate and evaluate.  The gradient of quality in 

Maṇipravāḷam is based partially on the ratio of Bhāṣā to Sanskrit as well as the emphasis 

of rasa versus expressed sense (vācyārtha).  By expanding on the presuppositions that 

come with the Sankrit sahṛdaya tradition, the author of the Līlātilakam is able to create a 

new standard of excellence for Maṇipravāḷam that is not addressed in works like the 

Dhvanyāloka.  This new standard is measured by an artist's ability to unite two languages 

through the union defined in the opening chapter of the work, all with the goal of attracting 

the sahṛdaya.  The Līlātilakam as poetic treatise thus enjoins poets to create poetry, keeping 

their audience in mind.  This stipulation creates a mutual expectation between poet and 

critic that gives a foundation to the evolution of Keraḷa-bhāṣā and Maṇipravāḷam.  This 

foundation is the basis for the reciprocal reinforcement of both aims of the text—to create 

proper Maṇipravāḷam works and to define an autonomous Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  The continued 

creation and evaluation of Maṇipravāḷam leads to a deeper sense of linguistic identity for 

Keraḷa-bhāṣā and, as the tradition grows stronger, Keraḷa-bhāṣā is solidified as an 

indispensable part of Maṇipravāḷam.  
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3. Aureate Aspirations 
 

  

As is clear from the above discussions, the Līlātilakam's engagement with Sanskrit 

poetics is quite extensive.  The sahṛdaya participates in the development of a cultural 

milieu in which Keraḷa-bhāṣā can constantly reaffirm its identity through a poetic dialogue 

rooted in Sanskrit.  We have also traced some of the Līlātilakam's explorations into rasa to 

show, through this one example, how committed to the Sanskrit tradition the author of the 

Līlātilakam really was.   However, there are most certainly ulterior motives for aligning 

with such a developed tradition that go beyond poetics for poetics' sake.  Maṇipravāḷam 

adaptations of Sanskrit were a way for Keraḷa-bhāṣā to dissociate from Tamil in the larger 

service of claiming an autonomous status.  However, this sought-after autonomy 

necessitates that Keraḷa-bhāṣā keep some distance even from Sanskrit.  The author 

maintains this distance quite virtuosically.  Rather than implementing Sanskrit poetic 

theory simply out of admiration, Maṇipravāḷam uses Sanskrit more as borrowed leverage 

in its struggle for distinction.  There are several clues for this in the graded levels of 

Maṇipravāḷam.  As we have seen, Maṇipravāḷam's highest quality (uttama) gives 

prominence to rasa over expressed meaning and Keraḷa-bhāṣā over Sanskrit.  The 

prominence of Keraḷa-bhāṣā is purely quantitative: it is a ratio of Keraḷa-bhāṣā to Sanskrit.  

Where Keraḷa-bhāṣā outnumbers Sanskrit, one condition of uttama Maṇipravāḷam is met.  

The author also discusses this emphasis on Keraḷa-bhāṣā in the negative.  Maṇipravāḷam's 
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most inferior type (adhama) is defined as deficient implementation of rasa and relative 

lack of Keraḷa-bhāṣā usage.  The implication here is that a lack of Keraḷa-bhāṣā is equated 

with poor literary quality.  Considering the lack of Keraḷa-bhāṣā implies a prominence of 

Sanskrit, it is difficult to assert that Sanskrit itself has much weight in contributing to 

quality Maṇipravāḷam.  It is also interesting that in the sūtras outlining the features of each 

type of Maṇipravāḷam, the word Sanskrit does not appear once—the point of reference is 

always (Keraḷa-)Bhāṣā.  The demotion of Sanskrit in this way is despite the fact that all of 

the poetic conventions used in Maṇipravāḷam are borrowed from Sanskrit.  The importance 

given to Keraḷa-bhāṣā and the deletion of Sanskrit in the sūtras show the author's intention 

of establishing Keraḷa-bhāṣā as an autonomous language.  This intention is supported by 

much of the argumentation of the opening chapter.  The three paradigms of usage, context, 

and phonology all work together to reinforce each other's contributions to the overall 

linguistic identity for Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  The presence of this distinct Keraḷa-bhāṣā as a 

dominant feature within Maṇipravāḷam prevented the Kerala literary milieu from simply 

providing another context for Sanskrit poetics to pervade literary production unchecked.  

Keraḷa-bhāṣā was instead creating an identity for itself structured by the traditions present 

in Sanskrit. 

 

3.1 LEVELS OF USAGE 

     

 Aside from limiting Sanskrit's ability to overshadow Keraḷa-bhāṣā, the author of 

the Līlātilakam has also taken it upon himself to define the context in which Maṇipravāḷam 

actually exists.  The Maṇipravāḷam venture is taking a vernacular Keraḷa-bhāṣā and giving 
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it a venue for literary expression colored—made golden, aureatus—by the "high" lexicon 

and poetic structures of a tradition outside of itself, a tradition with a prestige that Keraḷa-

bhāṣā had not achieved.  Our author acknowledges that Keraḷa-bhāṣā has two modes of 

existence, a generic (sāmānya-vyavahāra) and a specialized, or literary (viśeṣa-

vyavahāra).  The latter is where we find Maṇipravāḷam.  Associating with Sanskrit by 

engaging with its theoretical positions, adopting its discursive models, and employing its 

lexicon—of course without taking away what is distinctly Keraḷa-bhāṣā—allows this 

literary usage to participate in the world of Sanskrit literature while still being a part of the 

same vernacular as its generic usage.   

 Cannon has noticed this layered vernacular identity with Chaucer's English.  "It is 

bifurcated into high and low modes such that the high can be used as a fulcrum to vault it 

over precedent English to the privileged realm of French and Latin even as the low is made 

to root that achievement in the vernacular (to make it an achievement of, not in spite of, 

the vernacular)" (emphasis is Cannon's).85  He goes on to say that Chaucer's "[heigh stile] 

matches the prestige of French and Latin with its own Franco-Latinity, incorporating 

Romance privilege into English by means of borrowed Romance lexis—English competes 

with the languages of status by becoming them."86  The sentiment is well-taken, but 

suggesting that the vernacular is becoming the language from which it borrows is a strong 

statement; I offer instead that it is a calculated emulation—creating a register of usage that 

is fit to participate with prominent literary languages, not participate as them.    

                                                 
85 Cannon (1998: 150). 
86 ibid., p. 151. 
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 Burnley describes three levels of style present in the Latin tradition: stylus grandis 

(high style), stylus mediocris (middle style), and stylus humilis (low style).  Stylus grandis 

is marked by striking word choice making use of archaisms and neologisms partnered with 

hyperbolic expression and metaphor.  Stylus humilis has the grammatical structures of 

everyday speech and figurative language lacks presence; the lexicon used is from everyday 

usage.  Stylus mediocris lay between these in both lexical choice and use of figurative 

language.87  This maps quite well onto the Dhvanyāloka's three levels of poetry—dhvani, 

guṇībhūta-vyaṅgya and citra-kāvya—especially in terms of the relative emphasis on 

figurative language.  In the Kāvyaprakāśa Mammaṭa further classifies the categories of the 

Dhvanyāloka as uttama, madhyama, and avara types. 

 

 tad adoṣau śabdārthau saguṇāv analaṅkṛtī punaḥ kvāpi 

 idam uttamam atiśayini vyaṅgye vācyād dhvanir budhaiḥ kathitaḥ. 

 atādṛṡi guṇībhūtavyaṅgyaṃ vyaṅgye tu madhyamam 

 śabdacitraṃ vācyacitram avyaṅgyam avaraṃ smṛtam.88 
 
The author of the Līlātilakam quite clearly draws from this, but elaborates on these styles 

by providing intermediate levels between these (i.e. uttamakalpa, madhyamakalpa) to 

account for the extra permutations possible when there is the extra expressive medium of 

multi-lingualism.  As uttama Maṇipravāḷam clearly corresponds to uttama kāvya or dhvani 

as defined by Mammaṭa and Ānandavardhana, Burnely would like to see a similar 

                                                 
87 Burnley (1983: 184-85). 
88

 It (i.e. poetry) consists of word and sense, which are flawless, possessed of excellences, and are, rarely, 

without figures.  This is best [uttama] when the suggested meaning far excels the expressed sense; it is called 

dhvani by the learned.  But when the suggested meaning is unlike that (i.e. is not principal), it (poetry) is 

called mediocre [madhyama] wherein the suggested becomes subordinate.  But, the portrait of the word and 

the portrait of the expressed sense, that is devoid of the suggested meaning, is known as the lowest [avara, 

cf. adhama in the Līlātilakam] (kind of poetry). (KP 1.4-5, translation from R.C. Dwivedi 1966: 9-13)   
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correlation between the Latin stylus grandis and Chaucer's heigh stile, but is unable to go 

beyond conjecture regarding Chaucer's awareness of such a hierarchy in the Latin 

tradition—through he feels that it is probable that Chaucer was aware of it due to this 

theory's ubiquitous presence in medieval sources.89  

 In any case, within both uttama Maṇipravāḷam and Chaucer's heigh stile, we see 

the elevation of language through abstraction of meaning by means of figuration and a 

preference for erudite lexicon.  In the case of Maṇipravāḷam, this lexicon is represented by 

both Sanskrit vocabulary as well as Keraḷa-bhāṣā vocabulary that is 

apāmarajanaprasiddhā, or common to those who are not fools—it is the vernacular of the 

educated.  Maṇipravāḷam also has an affinity for indirect language and suggestion 

(vyaṅgya).  Chaucer has his heigh stile, which he uses in artistic composition distinct from 

"pleyn speech."  It uses figures of speech (colours, cf. śabdālaṅkāra) and figures of thought 

(figures, cf. arthālaṅkāra) alongside unfamiliar words or phrases (termes, i.e. French and 

Latinate terms, cf. Sanskrit).90  This last feature of termes does depart from its parallel in 

Maṇipravāḷam, where the poet should employ only familiar Sanskrit terms so as not to be 

distracting or disjointed, but the concept of borrowing from outside vernacular to 

distinguish that vernacular is common in both traditions.  Striving for elevating the 

vernacular through borrowing is precisely the function of aureation.  John Lydgate, self-

proclaimed disciple of Chaucer, uses aureate diction and ornate rhetorical style in order to 

                                                 
89 Burnley (1983: 200). 
90 ibid., p. 186. 
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elevate the vernacular to a status equivalent to Latin.91  And this continues on in the 

language of the poets of Middle Scots.   

 

3.2 MODES OF INFLUENCE 

 

 Aureation operates with two modes of influence on a language.  One is purely 

lexical, where vocabulary itself creates a sense of high style sought after by poets.  The 

other is an inheritance of indispensable associations that come from appropriating another 

language.  Regarding lexicon, consider Mendenhall's definition of aureate terms: they are 

"those new words, chiefly Romance or Latinical in origin, continually sought under 

authority of criticism and the best writers, for rich and expressive style in English, from 

about 1350 to about 1530."92  Clearly Mendenhall is limiting his scope to the very specific 

context of English, but the concept transfers easily to other languages.  The major feature 

to glean from this definition is the implication that as it was, the language did not have the 

breadth of expressiveness that the poets desired—they must import it from elsewhere.  

Nichols has said that Chaucer "enriched his style with many new and unusual words, not 

because he was deliberately seeking them, but because each in its place suited his artistic 

demands."93  But, even if unintentional, that innovation created the aureate foundation from 

which other poets could draw their lexical inspiration.  Later poets after Chaucer imitated 

his style and intentionally implemented his innovations for larger intentions.  Nichols is 

unimpressed with Lydgate's use of aureation, but acknowledges his contribution to creating 

                                                 
91 Meyer-Lee (2007: 9). 
92 Mendenhall (1919: 12). 
93 Nichols (1932: 517). 
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a tradition out of aureation which was further passed on to the "Scottish-Chaucerian" or 

Middle Scots poets such as William Dunbar.94   The use of aureation among these Middle 

Scots poets carried with it the same objective as was present with Chaucer: to rival French 

as a language of literature.95  After the Norman Conquest of England, English was brought 

to a low status as those who used the language had been conquered; Latin regained its 

presupposed status and French gained a high courtly status in England due to the 

conquering forces having this as their language.96  The relic of French's high status 

persisted until the time of Chaucer and retained both its courtly and literary importance.  

During Chaucer's lifetime, however, this began to change and English became the 

dominant language of the aristocracy.97  The aureate terminology filled the empty space 

between the capabilities of the vernacular language and the ultimate goal of expression, 

which served the larger purpose of elevating the literature of these languages to the level 

of Latin or French so that it may compete with them.   

 We see the same thing happening in Maṇipravāḷam but there was even more at 

stake in the case of Keraḷa-bhāṣā—namely its unwanted designation as a dialectical 

variation of Tamil.  The association with an outside language actually helped Keraḷa-bhāṣā 

define itself.  Maṇipravāḷam poets were encouraged to use vernacular and Sanskrit words 

that reflect a similar register of usage.  The red rubies (maṇi) of Keraḷa-bhāṣā and red coral 

(pravāḷa) of Sanskrit should blend together into a single entity sharing the same red hue.  

                                                 
94 See ibid., p. 517-18, 522. 
95 Kinghorn (1959: 73). 
96 Cannon (1998: 140). 
97 Bennet (1947: 114-15). 
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Tamil also made use of Sanskrit vocabulary, but it is important to remember that the words 

were made to conform to the Tamil phonological structures; in a sense, they became Tamil.  

With Maṇipravāḷam, the Sanskrit words were adopted into the language as they existed in 

Sanskrit, even keeping their own case system.  By mingling Keraḷa-bhāṣā with Sanskrit in 

its original form, Keraḷa-bhāṣā entered into the Sanskrit literary world in much the same 

way English or Middle Scots became part of the Latinate or French literary world.  In each 

case, the vernacular was able to remain a vernacular while still operating at the level of the 

more dominating classical languages. 

 It is important to emphasize that aureation moves beyond mere literary devices and 

borrowing of words.  It is a commitment to a tradition that carries with it the poetic 

expectations of that tradition. The second mode of aureation's influence, then, is an 

acceptance of the traditions and connotations those imported words may carry with them.  

These traditions and connotations can be recontextualized and manipulated by vernacular 

poets with great success, but a poet necessarily encounters them when reaching towards 

the prestige of a tradition outside of one's own.  Isabel Hyde demonstrates that moments of 

aureate language in the poetry of William Dunbar are accompanied by conventional 

religious references and stock figurative expression that leads one to the layer of suggestion 

and association outside of the words of the poem.  The knowledge of the sources of these 

references and expressions is "essential if we are to appreciate to the full the significance 
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of this type of imagery."98  After demonstrating several Latin sententiae recontextualized 

into Dunbar's aureate poetry,99 Hyde states 

 

A rich tradition lies behind these figures.  To the general reader, perhaps, they 

appear somewhat bleak, stiff or inexplicable (for again there are no notes on these 

points in the standard editions), but they should come with trailing clouds of 

powerful associations—biblical, liturgical,  doctrinal and visual, with all the energy 

and colour of the carving and painting and the stained glass in which they were 

depicted.100 

 

The reason for Hyde's appeal to us to understand the sources is in opposition to the general 

distaste and disapproval among modern critics of the practice of aureate style, who dismiss 

the poetry written with this style of diction as giving no pleasure when read.101  The larger 

concern to take away from Hyde's observations, however, is how poets reused material 

from the borrowed tradition to enhance their own sentiments.   

 By comparison, the verse given in the Līlātilakam as an example of the heroic rasa: 

 

 Just as the mighty Arjuna did to Drupada for Droṇa 

  in order to get the daughter of the king, 

 So did the heroic Ravi Varma, lord of the Yadu lineage,  

  captured in battle the Pāṇḍyan who ruled before Vikrama  

 and gave him up to the ruler of the Pāṇḍyas;  

                                                 
98 Hyde (1956: 482-83). 
99 For example, from Ros Mary: Ane Ballat of Our Lady 1.38: 

 

Buche in combuste of Moses, brennyng aye, 

Rorate celi desuper! 

Hevins distill your balmy schouris, 

For now is rissin the bricht day ster, 

Fro the ros Mary, flour of flouris: 

Ros Mary, most of vertewe virginale, 

Fresche floure on quhom the hevinlie dewe doun fell.  
100 Hyde (1956: 490). 
101 ibid., p. 481. 
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  and it was his lotus-faced daughter that he took in marriage.102 

 

The first half of the verse is very quickly and cryptically summarizing events which had 

taken place in the Sanskrit Mahābhārata.  The poet draws a connection between Arjuna 

and Ravi Varma through a portrayed history that resembles these events of the 

Mahābhārata.  The connotations from the Mahābhārata reference color the heroism of 

Ravi Varma in a way that extends far beyond mere lexical borrowing.   

 

3.3 THE AUREATE MODEL 

 

 These two modes of influence that accompany aureation provide new ways for a 

language to define itself.  The lexical choices elevate the language itself.  They provide a 

register of usage apart from what existed at the level of pleyn speech in English or sāmānya-

vyavahāra in Keraḷa-bhāṣā.  When poets decorate this elevated speech with figurative 

expression and suggestion, they create a literature of layered meanings that reaches beyond 

just the words composed.  The best poets write with suggestion as their main purpose 

medium of expression, not direct language.  This is true of Chaucer's heigh stile as well as 

Maṇipravāḷam's uttama classification.  Maṇipravāḷam adopts both Sanskrit's methods of 

suggestion, and also the connotations and associations of the language and literature that 

already existed in Sanskrit.  It gives Keraḷa-bhāṣā a new body of literature from which to 

                                                 
102 droṇāya drupadaṃ dhanañjaya iva 

 kṣmāpālabālāṃ balī 

veṇāṭiṉṯuṭayoru vīraraviva- 

 rmmākhyo yadūnāṃ patiḥ 

pāṇḍyaṃ vikramapūrvvakaṃ paṭayil  

 vaccāṭṭippiṭiccaṅṅane 

pāṇḍyaśāya kŏṭuttu tasya tanayāṃ 

 patmānanāmagrahīt (I. 203, Ś. 220) 
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draw and a new set of literary conventions when making suggestive references.  This is 

also true of poets in fifteenth-century Europe—Dunbar, for example.  He employed Latin 

sententiae complete with their associations to color his own vernacular works.  The 

audience and critics who can be moved by the suggestion relish in its poetic merit.  When 

there is such a tradition of literary appreciation and criticism, there must come with it a 

specific literature to evaluate and a system of conventions by which to evaluate it.  What 

is most important for Keraḷa-bhāṣā is as soon as a literature starts to be evaluated, it ceases 

to be an ideal and exists as a part of a distinct language.  This is precisely what Keraḷa-

bhāṣā was striving for in its dissociation from Tamil.  The poetic and lexical imports from 

Sanskrit provide Keraḷa-bhāṣā with a comprehensive model for emulation and self-

evaluation that is not rooted in Tamil.  With the venture of Maṇipravāḷam, Keraḷa-bhāṣā 

chose Sanskrit, and this choice yet another component of what completes an aureate 

language.  "A word was chosen; it was written; it was acceptable to those who considered 

themselves trained judges.  That was aureate diction.  It aimed at setting forth its matter 

worthily, according to a great tradition."103  The choice of Sanskrit comes with all its 

connotations to redefine its own high—yet still vernacular—literary identity while still 

maintaining its associations with the spoken vernacular register.  The literary and generic 

usages mutually reinforce each other to strengthen Keraḷa-bhāṣā's general sense of 

linguistic identity. 

                                                 
103 Mendenhall (1919: 72). 
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 Aureation and the changes of linguistic identity were happening at the level of high 

literature.  Those working with language were fully aware of the traditions they were 

hoping to align with when they employed aureate techniques.  Dunbar drew on the Latin 

sententiae from the Bible and poets of Maṇipravāḷam reached into the large corpus of 

Sanskrit literature which included massive works like the Mahābhārata or even the 

brahmanically-oriented Paraśurāma legend which made its way into Kerala down the 

western coast from Gujarat.  The poets of Middle English and Middle Scots used the 

aureate model to elevate their language and challenge rival literary traditions; elite poets 

and poeticians of Maṇipravāḷam did the same for Keraḷa-bhāṣā, but had the additional 

burden of breaking away from the language's pejorative dialectical status.  At the same 

time that aureation helped Keraḷa-bhāṣā find its literary identity, it also worked to give it 

the foundational linguistic identity it had been seeking apart from Tamil.  When poets have 

intentions that they cannot fulfill through their own readily available linguistic devices, 

they reach to a larger tradition outside itself for leverage.  The reasons for requiring such 

leverage are innumerable, but the aureate model provides a widely applicable schematic 

for elevating a vernacular.  The versatility of the aureate model thus makes it appealing for 

us to consider in the many instances of rising vernaculars in India and elsewhere.  
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Appendix 1 — The Eighth Ornament 
 

8.137 Suggestion is the life of Maṇipravāḷam. 

 

Life means soul.  Suggestion (vyaṅgya) takes shape as rasa because the forms of direct 

depiction (vastu) and ornamented depiction (alaṅkāra) both subserve rasa. 

 

8.138 It refers to the sphere of suggested expression. 

 

It, i.e. suggestion, has as its sphere suggested expression, meaning a [linguistic] process 

that goes beyond denotation (abhidhā), indication (lakṣaṇā), and purport (tātparya). 

 

8.139 And suggestion is three-fold into the elements of direct depiction, ornamented 

depiction, and rasa. 
 

Direct depiction is basic type (jāti), action (kriyā), quality (guṇa), and substance (dravya).  

Ornamented depiction is simile, etc.104  Among these, direct depiction [used in] suggested 

meaning occurs in cases of simile, negative description, allegory, etc.  For example— 

 

A long time ago, I once shared a close relation with the bees who, unrestricted, 

drink the fresh floral nectar of fragrant lotuses. 

But now, my dear friend, my relation has instead become with the cātaka bird,105 

its neck raised high, longing for a stream of water. (I. 195, Ś. 205) 

  

Here, simile is achieved through words like close relation (ātmabandhu).  There, in the first 

half we understand that, previously, the poet was able to enjoy untouched young women at 

will.  In the latter half, [we understand that,] in the present, he can enjoy only one available 

                                                 
104 By the time of the Līlātilakam, this list would have gone through considerable development, consisting 

of an arsenal of hundreds of figurations.  All of the ornamentations are categorized as either an ornamentation 

of meaning (arthālaṅkāra) or an ornamentation of sound (śabdālaṅkāra).  The author of the Līlātilakam 

seems to give more attention to ornamentations of the arthālaṅkāra variety in this chapter, giving a lot of 

emphasis especially to simile (upamā).  Chapters six, however, outlines seven types of śabdālaṅkāra: 

alliteration (anuprāsa), initial alliteration (mukhānuprāsa), homophonic alliteration (pādānuprāsa and 

lāṭānuprāsa), repetition/alliteration of letters (varṇānuprāsa), word play (yamaka), and pun (śleṣa).  Chapter 

seven outlines twenty-nine types of arthālaṅkāra: simile (upamā), rhetorical comparison (upameyopamā), 

recollection (smaraṇa), metaphor (rūpaka), doubt (saṃśaya), confusion (bhrānti), denial (apahnuti), 

distinction (vyatireka), zeugma (dīpaka), counterpart simile (prativastūpamā), example (dṛṣṭānta), ascription 

(utprekṣa), exaggeration (atiśayokti), allegory (anyāpadeśa), series (krama), objection (ākṣepa), exchange 

[of pādas] (parivṛtti), double entendre (śleṣa), telling the nature (svabhāvokti), cause 

(hetu)(arthāntaranyāsa), contradiction (virodha), unusual cause (vibhāvana), telling of a difference 

(viśeṣokti), incongruity (asaṅgati), loftiness (udātta), delimitation (parisaṅkhyā), hypothetical (arthāpatti), 

compound metaphor (saṅkara)—for a more detailed discussion of these see Gerow's A Glossary of Indian 

Figures of Speech (1971).    
105 In an effort to quench its thirst, the cātaka bird is said to point its beak upwards in anticipation of rain. 
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[woman; i.e. his wife] every once in a while.  This sort of thing is to be applied also in 

other cases [of alaṅkāra].  Simile is understood through metaphor (rūpaka), doubt 

(saṃśaya), recollection (smaraṇa), etc.  That is clear.  In such a manner, that which is being 

suggested is, in each case, understood as also arising through other types of comparison.   

 

8.140 Rasa is a basic emotion which has been [further] developed through stimuli 

(vibhāva), consequents (anubhāva), transient states (vyabhicārin), and involuntary 

reactions (sāttvika). 

 

A stimulus is a cause [that produces the dominant emotion in a work].  Both consequents 

and involuntary reactions are [its perceivable] effects.  A transient state is a facilitative 

emotion.   

 

8.141 It is nine-fold with divisions into the erotic, humorous, heroic, wondrous, 

disgusting, terrifying, furious, pitiful, and peaceful. 
 

The [corresponding] basic states (sthāyin) of these [rasas] are love, laughter, fortitude, 

wonder, disgust, fear, anger, sorrow, and indifference.  The stimuli of these [basic states] 

are two-fold into divisions of [an emotion's] foundation (ālambana) and [that emotion's] 

enhancement (uddīpana).106  These [basic states] are mentioned in several places.  And 

same with consequents.  Involuntary reactions are each divided into eight kinds—

stupefaction, fainting, thrill, sweat, trembling, change of color, tears, and noise.  Transient 

states are known to be of thirty-three kinds—indifference, exhaustion, suspicion, fatigue, 

fortitude, apathy, joy, misery, fierceness, anxiety, dread, envy, impatience, pride, memory, 

death, intoxication, drowsiness, sleep, awakening, shame, forgetfulness, fainting, 

understanding, laziness, agitation, reasoning, dissimulation, disease, insanity, 

disappointment, uneasiness, and nervousness.  But indifference is both the basic state of 

the peaceful rasa and a transient state of others.  In this respect, the basic states, involuntary 

reactions, and transient states are considered as emotion.  Emotion (bhāva) brings 

something into being (bhāvayati),107 in other words, it illuminates rasa.  Rasa is that which 

is savored (rasyate), in other words it is enjoyed.  A stimulus (vibhāva) stimulates 

something (vibhāvyate), in other words it is either what is revealed initially,108 or it 

enhances something merely revealed.109  A consequent (anubhāva) means that it occurs 

(bhavati) after the fact (anupaścāt).  An involuntary reaction (sāttvika) is so called because 

                                                 
106 The sense is that the ālambana-vibhāva provides the framework of potential wherein rasa has the 

opportunity to develop.  From there, rasa can be realized through uddīpana-vibhāva. 
107 The concept of bringing something into being has interesting resonances with the impelling forces of 

verbs as perceived by the Mīmāṃsakas.  The bhāvanā is the creative force that impels one to carry out a 

certain action, ultimately leading towards some desired outcome when one utters a verb.  In a similar way, 

bhāvas are the impelling force convey and lead on to an experience of rasa.  Also see McCrea (2008: 117 

ff.)   
108 This corresponds to the ālambana-vibhāva referred to above. 
109 Likewise, this corresponds to the uddīpana-vibhāva referred to above. 
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it is that which arises out of the goodness (sattva) of the mind, [a mind] free of passion 

(rajas) and insensibility  (tamas).  A transient state (vyabhicārin) is that which moves 

(carati) with variable (vividham) directionality (ābhimukhya), that is to say it is 

characterized by the presence or absence [of a certain state of mind].  

 

8.142 The erotic rasa is the preponderance of love. 

 

Love is the intense sensation of pleasure directed toward a woman.  And that for women 

is [the sensation of pleasure] directed toward a man.  But when directed towards gods, 

teachers, kings, etc., it is affection (bhāva).  Its preponderance means that it has been 

developed through stimuli, etc.  In the context [of the erotic rasa], the foundational stimulus 

(ālambana-vibhāva) is a man and a woman, refined with luminous dress, beauty, 

youthfulness, dexterity, conduct, and more.  The enhancing stimulus (uddīpana-vibhāva) 

is the moon, a slow breeze, etc.  The consequent is a leer, etc.  The involuntary reaction is 

horripilation, etc.  The transient states are joy, etc. 

 

8.143 It is two-fold with a division between love in union and love in separation. 
 

Love in union (sambhoga) is the fulfillment that comes from seeing [one's lover], etc. 

because of the passion [that exists] between a man and a woman.  Love in separation 

(vipralambha) is the loss of connection110 [between them] because one has other 

obligations, etc.  Even a woman's affectionate behavior towards her illicit lover falls under 

the scope of love in separation.  An example to this effect is the verse starting with "As 

soon as I reached there."111  The love (rati) of the heroine—developed as if it arose from 

the [mere] presence of the hero; enhanced by the bed chamber; revealed through 

involuntary reactions such as joy and uneasiness, etc.112 that are being communicated and 

through transient states such as joy and uneasiness, etc. that are being developed—conveys 

eroticism.  For example—  

                                                 
110 Connection: viśleṣa; though the primary meaning is likely that there is a physical distance between them, 

the word carries with it overtones of the failure to connect mentally or embrace in a physical sense. 
111 ñānaṅṅu cĕṉṯaḷavile parimucya goṣṭhīm 

nidrācchalena nijavāsagṛhaṃ vrajantyāḥ 

ĕnmelumaṅṅaṟayiluṃ kuḷurkŏṅkamelum 

gūḍhasmitārdramuṭane patitaḥ kaṭākṣaḥ (I. 108, Ś. 115) 

 

As soon as I reached there, with a feigned slumber 

she broke away from the group; on her way to the bedroom 

her glance fell tenderly with a secret smile on me,  

the room, and on her chilling breasts. 
112 Delight (harṣa) and uneasiness (autsukya) are actually not sāttvikas.  Śūranāṭṭu Kuññan Piḷḷa substitutes 

the pair for harṣa and stambha (stupefaction) without explanation, and we are still left with harṣa (Ś. Kuññan 

Piḷḷa: p. 321). Ilaṃkuḷaṃ Kuññan Piḷḷa suggests instead romāñcādi (thrill/horripilation, etc.) because it is 

effectively synonymous with romaharṣa, maintaining the harṣa (I. Kuññan Piḷḷa: p. 271, note 4).  This seems 

more reasonable, but reduces the pair to a single element. 
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See, O Rāmatevī of extraordinary beauty!  The marks upon your face, as if those 

upon the moon, turbulent in your fluid beauty.   

The trail of your hair shines as would a path, flowing as if fallen gracefully and 

lustrously between your chilling breasts. (I. 196, Ś. 207) 

 

Flattery in the presence [of the lover] is also included in love in union.  Amusement such 

as festivals, parks, the arts, etc. are also understood [as included in love in union].   

 

 Conversing in the company of others, 

 As such the morning passes in separation from my beloved; 

 I cannot convey the extreme suffering during the nights, 

 Even though some days in my life manage to carry on. (I. 197, Ś. 208) 

 

In this verse, the third line communicates the transient states of anxiety, disappointment, 

indifference, exhaustion, misery, apathy, uneasiness, fainting, etc.  Within love in 

separation, there are ten possible conditions [of a lover] arising from Kāma's effect on one's 

condition.  They are desire, anxiety, memory, eulogy, distress, lamentation, insanity, 

disease, apathy, and death.  Of these, there is an example of the fifth (distress; udvega) in 

the passage below— 

 

 As passion increased, every trace of appetite and sleep was lost;  

the moonlight became fire; the places once touched and the hugging113 

breeze, fragrant with flowers, became a painful burn. 

 Like this, your beloved is suffering from Kāma's arrow;  

  if you do not come quickly and meet her before sunset,  

  then you will not see her with life. (I. 198, Ś. 209) 

 

Within it are indeed both pleasing and displeasing things, but it is not for [purposes of] 

pleasure.  If there is no place in life, there is the hope for death.  For example—     

 

Kāma is unable to kill me with flowers, whose nectar has been taken away by 

bees; Even the moon cannot kill, its luster carried off by a flock of partridges. 

                                                 
113 The word muttuṃ presents a problem.  This word can be taken as an adjectival participle "hugging" or it 

can be "and a pearl" (muttŭ plus um).  A rendering as "and a pearl" does not seem to suit the verse: 

  

As passion increased, every trace of appetite and sleep was lost;  

 the moonlight became fire; the places once touched, a pearl, and the breeze,    

  fragrant with flowers, became a painful burn.  

[...] 

 

However, in the pūrvapakṣa objecting the ability of that which is referenced in the verse as becoming fire, 

there is a reference to a pearl (mukta) not seen in any verse quoted thus far.  
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Kill me yourself, O breeze, perfectly rustling the flower petals, in the evening 

time so that I may be healed of my constant grief in separation from my 

beloved. (I. 199, Ś. 210) 

 

It may be objected: "how does moonlight, wind from the Malaya mountains, or a pearl 

become fire?  Moreover, how do these have the ability to kill?"  To this I reply: because 

these are enhancing stimuli that in and of themselves generate longing.  Thus, it is said: (1) 

'The wind of the Malaya mountains, bearing pollen from the kuvala tree and accompanied 

by water droplets at the appearance of new sprouts, produce a spontaneous longing in the 

heart.' (2) 'Even the mind of one who is happy becomes disturbed at the sight of clouds 

[how much more for a far-off lover desiring embrace]?' etc.  But, this longing does not 

produce pain when the lover is present.  In separation, [that longing], being unrequited, 

leads one to anguish.  Therefore, these [enhancing stimuli] inflict pain [on the lovers].  

Moreover, the pleasantness and unpleasantness of the direct depiction (vastu) arises in 

relation to the union and separation of the lovers.  As they say: (1) 'When the heart's beloved 

is near, what is the difference between a palace roof and a forest to a doe-eyed woman?' 

(2) 'For a woman, it is the same as love if her husband is there, with his heart set, [along 

with] a chamber bed with a soft covering or the ground is strewn with darbha grass.'114  (3) 

'Beauty is revealed under the influence of lovers in all cases, by which is born a lamenting 

cry of the swan or the cuckoo when the lover has gone away.'  The heart too feels pain 

because of distress in the mind.  It is said that when the mind suffers, everything becomes 

unbearable.  And in separation from what is desired, life itself becomes undesirable.  As it 

is said: 'when without a lover, pleasant things become unpleasant, an easy breath becomes 

a thorn, though in the presence of family, one feels alone.'  Thus, as the moon, gentle 

breeze, etc., which are distorted out of their proper function;115 [and when they] become 

unbearable out of unpleasantness, they assume the quality of fire, poisonousness, etc. and 

behave accordingly.  In the verse beginning with 'It is always enough to fan away the 

sadness,'116 there is an expression of the power of the wind to produce happiness when it 

                                                 
114 Another potential reading: For women, it is the same as love if her husband is there, with is heart set, a 

bed with a soft covering, a room, and the ground is strewn with darbha grass. 
115 Another possible version is priyajanaviraha in place of prayojanaviraha.  This would be "thus, as the 

moon, gentle breeze, etc., which are distorted because of separation from one's beloved." (cf. I. Kuññan Piḷḷa: 

pg. 276, note 4)   
116 vīyāto ponnumālĕppŏḻutu manasijo- 

 nmādamūṭe śamippiccŭ 

asmadgātraṃ kuḷurppiccaphalataramŏḻiccŭ 

 anyaśītopacāram 

koṭī cūṭiṉṯa mullapputumalaritaḷil 

 ppukku tenuṇṭuṟaṅṅum 

bhṛṅgāḷīpakṣapāḷīparicalanapaṭu- 

 rmmālayo gandhavāhaḥ (I. 122,  Ś. 131) 

 

It is always enough to fan away the sadness, 

 having calmed completely the passions of my mind. 

Leaving aside the other means of cooling my body, 
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touches a beloved.  In the verse beginning with 'In each new lotus of the morning,'117 there 

is an expression of the enlivening power of the lotus, the moon, etc. because one sees their 

similarity to the face of a beloved, etc.  [In the following verse,] it is stated that the Malaya 

wind, etc. has the power to produce happiness even in remembrance because it is different 

from the usual force of separation.    

 

As if asking compassionately, through the beautiful coos of the delighted 

cuckoos, how sufferable is the pain of love? 

Like the soft touch of a palm upon my body, the springtime spreads the Malaya 

wind, sweetly fragrant with the blooming of mango tree flowers.  

(I. 200, Ś. 217) 

 

After seeing upon my endlessly pure sacred thread the remnants of a turmeric 

unguent,118 giving away my relations with another woman,  

An earth-burning anger consumed the mind of my wife;  

But how much more my mind? (I. 201, Ś. 218) 

 

In this case, the woman, out of her devotion, experiences love in separation, even in his 

presence as her back is turned. 

 

8.144 The humorous rasa is the preponderance of humor. 
 

Preponderance is created according to its own nature through a stimuli, etc.  Humor arises 

through strange dress, behavior, appearance, incoherent speech, etc.  These are its stimuli.  

                                                 
 futile as they are. 

Entering into the newly bloomed jasmine petals, 

 worn by Koṭī, where it expertly flutters the wings  

of the bees who sleep drinking the nectar, 

 the fragrant mountain breeze. 

 

mālappŏḻutu is an alternate reading for the word mālĕppŏḻutu, which would give the following meaning:  

 

It fans me in the evening time, 

 having calmed completely the passions of my mind [...] 
117 patmaṃtoṟuṃ pakalabhinave, pārvaṇentau niśāyām 

kānte kāntaṃ tava kuḷurmukhaṃ kaṇṭu jīvāmi kiñcit 

kuṉṯoṭŏkkuṃ kucasarasijadvandvaviśleṣabhājām 

aṉṯaṉṯeṭaṃ kaḻivatum atiślāghyam asmādṛśānām (I. 140, Ś. 150) 

 

In each new lotus of the morning, in the night's full moon, 

having seen there your lovely, chilling face, my love, I somehow live; 

It is commendable, the survival of people like me,  

who are in separation from the hills of your lotus-like breasts.  
118 This is paṭumaññaḷ, a fragrant turmeric paste possibly corresponding to aṅgarāga in Sanskrit; see I. 

Kuññan Piḷḷa's Malayalam translation (1955: 277). 
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Its consequents are quivering of the lips, nose and cheeks, tears, sweat, grabbing the sides, 

expanding the eyes, bending the limbs, etc.  Its transient states are exhaustion, fatigue, 

nervousness, etc.  For example— 

 

After giving up the family trade of priestly worship,  

and continuously plowing the fields, but doing nothing more; 

There is no such fool of here nor there like a Tuḷu,  

who pines for Naṅṅā, the crown among all actresses. (I. 202, Ś. 219) 

 

8.145 The heroic rasa is the preponderance of strength. 
 

Strength arises out of composure, courage, sacrifice, wisdom, boldness, power, valor, etc.  

These are its stimuli.  Its consequents are steadfastness, fortitude, high speech, etc.  Its 

transient states are joy, agitation, pride, impatience, etc.  For example— 

 

Just as the mighty Arjuna did to Drupada for Droṇa 

in order to get the daughter of the king, 

So did the heroic Ravi Varma, lord of the Yadu lineage,  

capture in battle the Pāṇḍyan who ruled before Vikrama  

and gave him up to the ruler of the Pāṇḍyas;  

and it was his lotus-faced daughter that he took in marriage. (I. 203, Ś. 220) 

 

8.146 The wondrous rasa is the preponderance of bewilderment. 
 

The stimulus of bewilderment is anything other-worldly.  Its consequents are looking with 

an unblinking eye, hairs standing on end, perspiration, exclamations, waving of the finger, 

etc.  Its transient states are exhaustion, joy, agitation, apathy, etc.  For example— 

 

I had arrived somewhere there,  

and out of some act of great merit 

I had done some day long ago, I saw there a lotus; 

within it I saw what was utterly extraordinary; 

a dark flow of bees, a crescent moon, a mirror; 

a vīṇa, a bow, some jasmine; 

a swaying kuvaḷa flower, a pearl, and a cuckoo. (I. 204, Ś. 221) 

 

8.147 The rasa of disgust is a preponderance of abhorrence. 
 

The stimulus of abhorrence is an impure thought or sight, etc., which is displeasing.  Its 

consequents are the drawing in of all limbs, spitting, wrinkling of the face, anxiety, 

shuddering, etc.  Its transient states are indifference, apathy, disease, fainting, death, etc.  

For example— 
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A staff cracked as though someone were pounding paddy nearby, 

As if using it to pick my teeth, it was like it struck my body; 

If I consider the truth carefully, in my mind, I cannot ever forget  

those women hulling the rice with their staff-like pestle. (I. 112, Ś. 120)  

 

This [rasa] has become standard among women and the lower classes.  It could be asked, 

"how is there a rasa of disgust?  Rasa is simply the enjoyment of extraordinary and 

unsurpassed happiness.  But this causes anxiety in the heart."  That is true.  Worldly disgust 

is indeed just that.  But poetic disgust implies the experience of joy with verse acting as its 

mirror.119  For this, the informed connoisseur (sacetas=sahṛdaya) is the authority.  This is 

also to be applied in the cases of the terrifying and other rasas. 

 

8.148 The terrifying rasa is the preponderance of terror. 

 

Its stimuli are seeing a powerful enemy or a creature with an unnatural roar, an empty 

home, the forest, a mountain, complete darkness, death, seeing or hearing murder, etc.  Its 

consequents are trembling of the hands and feet, stiffness of the body, change of color in 

the face, tears, sweating, mumbling, seeking out refuge, etc.  For example— 

 

Right after the young Pāṇdyan,  

cut the foreign enemy at the neck,  

all of the Turuk cavalry  

fled hastily in droves. (I. 205, Ś. 222) 

 

Here, the terror the Turuks felt at the sight of Vikrama Pāṇḍya achieves the quality of the 

terrifying rasa because it has been made preponderant through the consequent of fleeing 

and transient states such as exhaustion and misery, which are being developed.  And this 

[rasa] is prevalent among women and the lower classes. 

 

8.149 The furious rasa is the preponderance of anger. 
 

[It] comes forth through fighting, untrue words, envy, disrespect, abuse, etc.  Its 

consequents are swollen eyes, redness of the face, frowning, biting the lips, rubbing of the 

hands, beating, pressing, attack, use of weaponry, etc.  Its involuntary reactions are 

perspiration, horripilation, mumbling, tears, quivering, change of color, etc.  Its transient 

states are envy, agitation, nervousness, pride, fainting, impatience, etc.  For example— 

 

 Most arrogant were those kings who encroached vigorously. 

 Like cotton in the wind, he scattered them  

 with great might, losing himself in rage,   

                                                 
119 The meaning here is that one is not to relish in disgust itself, but rather to relish in the artistry with which 

it is portrayed. 
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 more extreme than Death, the powerful Vikrama Pāṇḍya. (I. 206, Ś. 223)  

 

Here, the anger of Vikrama Pāṇḍya—arising out of conflict—is made preponderant 

through consequents such as the attack and implementation of weaponry causing the 

fleeing of the enemy king and transient states such as impatience, agitation, pride, etc., 

which are being developed. 

 

8.150 The pitiful rasa is the preponderance of grief. 

 

Grief is technically defined through things like the disappearance, ruin, killing, or 

restraining of one's beloved.  Its consequents are change of color in the face, parching, 

having weak limbs, flowing tears, lamentation, etc.  Its transient states are exhaustion, 

misery, anxiety, disappointment, indifference, disease, insanity, death, etc.  For example— 

 

As the sky separated from the beautiful crescent moon, 

so you made all the earth. 

Alas! You have fulfilled the desired dreams 

of many lovers. 

O Naṅṅā, the celestial creeper120 in the world of men, 

ornamented with qualities abundant, 

hear me, O blue-eyed one, for these days 

this is how I cry. (I. 207, Ś. 224) 

 

As another example— 

 

 You, with your beautifully enticing eyes, are as if gone  

 down the great path by which you cannot return.   

 See, O Death, that you must soon show to me also 

 the way there. (I. 208, Ś. 225)  

 

8.151 The peaceful rasa is the preponderance of indifference. 

 

It may be suggested that the peaceful rasa is the preponderance of tranquility, not 

indifference.  Very well.  But, we say that the [underlying] cause of tranquility is 

indifference.  For tranquility technically derives from indifference experienced in the face 

of realities, knowledge, and misfortune that takes the form of a disregard for all of one's 

affairs.  Its consequents are the contemplation of God, etc.  Its transient states are joy, 

awakening, etc.  For example— 

 

                                                 
120 The word is kalpalatikā, which is similar in concept to the kalpavṛkṣa, a tree that grants one's wishes.  In 

the case of the kalpalatikā, it is a creeper instead.  The image of a creeper is often compared to the curves of 

a woman's figure. 
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Most of the loved ones on either side, 

faded away as I watched. 

Alas, the confined state of this body too, 

which has come finely adorned, 

cannot attain a liberation unseen. 

So now I make the time 

to serve in my mind the lotus-like feet 

of Śiva. (I. 209, Ś. 226)121 

 

Among the nine rasas presented here, there are groupings of two which respectively 

produce and are produced.  There is nothing produced by the peaceful rasa.  Of these, the 

heroic rasa is prominent among the gods like Mahendra.  Moreover, [among gods] like the 

holy Lotus-eyed One [i.e. Viṣṇu], the erotic rasa is prominent.  Glory.  Such is the eighth 

ornament in the Līlātilakam.  Glory. 

 

The Līlātilakam, rich in faultless qualities and made splendid with pleasing ornaments, 

illuminates the forehead jewel of speech. 

 

Glory, homage to Śiva, the splendid and glorious Śiva.  

                                                 
121 Ś. Kuññan Piḷḷa uses vaśe in place of vake(l), which would make the meaning: 

 

Most of the loved faded away, 

 in various ways as I watched. 

[...] 
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Appendix 2 — Aṣṭamaṃ Śilpaṃ 
 

maṇipravāḷajīvitaṃ vyaṅgyam (8.137)  
 

jīvitam ātmā.  vyaṅgyaṃ rasarūpam.  vastvalaṅkārarūpayoḥ rasāṅgatvāt.   

 

tad vyañjanaviṣayaḥ (8.138)    
 

tad vyaṅgyaṃ vyañjanasya abhidhālakṣaṇātātparyotīrṇasya vyāpārasya viṣayaḥ.   

 

vastvalaṅkāra rasabhedāt tridhā ca (8.139) 

   

tad ity anuvartate.  vastu śuddhāni jātikriyāguṇadravyāṇi.  upamādir alaṅkāraḥ.  tatra 

vastu vyaṅgyam upamāvibhāvanānyāpadeśādiṣu.  yathā 

 

 parimaḷanaḷinīnāṃ nalla pūnten kuṭippor 

 aḷikulamatilolaṃ paṇṭĕnĕkkātmabandhuḥ 

 priyasakha punarippoḻụ cuṯṯamĕṉṯākilum va- 

 nnuditajaladadhārotkkaṇṭhinā cātakena (I. 195, Ś. 205) 

 

atrātmabandhvādiśabdasiddhā upamā.  tatra pūrvārdhe pūrvaṃ nikhilataruṇīṣu svairaṃ 

vinodaśakya iti pratīyate.  uttarārdhe sāmpratam ekasyām eva yadā kadācil labhyāyām iti.  

evam anyeṣv api draṣṭavyam.  rūpakasaṃśayasmaraṇādiṣu upamā gamyate.  tat spaṣṭaṃ.  

tathā vyajyamāna utprekṣaṇair api tatra tatra draṣṭavyaḥ.     

 

vibhāvānubhāvavyabhicārisāttvikābhivyaktaḥ sthāyī rasaḥ (8.140) 
 

kāraṇaṃ vibhāvaḥ.  kāryam anubhāvasāttvikau.  sahacārī vyabhicārī.   

 

sa navadhā, śṛṅgārahāsyavīrādbhutabībhatsabhayānakaraudrakaruṇaśāntabhedena 

(8.141) 
 

eṣāṃ sthāyino ratihāsotsāhavismayajugupsābhayakrodhaśokanirvedāḥ.  teṣāṃ vibhāvo 

dvidhā ālambanoddīpanabhedena.  te tatra tatrocyante.  anubhāvāś ca sāttvikāḥ 

stambhapraḷayaromāñcasvedakampavaivarṇyāśrusvarabhedā ity aṣṭau.  vyabhicāriṇo 

nirvedaglāniśaṅkāśramadhṛtijaḍatāharṣadainyaugryacintātrāserṣyāmarṣagarvasmṛtimar

aṇamadasvapnanidrāvabodhavrīḍāpasmāramohamatyālasyāvegatarkāvahitthavyādhyun

mādaviṣādautsukyacāpalyānyanvarthāni trayastriṃśat.  nirvedas tu śāntasya sthāyī ca 

bhavati, anyeṣāṃ vyabhicārī ca.  atra sthāyisāttvikavyabhicāriṇo bhāvā ucyante.  

bhāvayati prakāśayati rasam iti bhāvaḥ.  rasyate āsvādyata iti rasaḥ.  vibhāvyate 

prāthamyena prakāśyate prakāśitamātraṃ voddīpyate 'neneti vibhāvaḥ.  anupaścāt 

bhavatīty anubhāvaḥ.  sattvād rajastamovarjitāt manasaḥ prabhavatīti sāttvikaḥ.  

vividhamāvirbhāvatirobhāvavṛttyā 'bhimukhyena caratīti vyabhicārī.   
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ratiprakarṣaḥ śṛṅgāraḥ (8.142) 
 

pramadāviṣayaṃ sukhasaṃvedanaṃ ratiḥ.  pramadāyāś ca puṃviṣayam.  

devagurunṛpādiviṣayan tu bhāvaḥ.  tasyāḥ prakarṣo 'bhivyaktatā vibhāvādibhiḥ.  

tatrojjvalaveṣarūpayauvanacāturyaśīlādiśālinī strī pumāṃś cālambanavibhāvaḥ.  

indumandānilādir uddīpanavibhāvaḥ.  kaṭākṣādir anubhāvaḥ.  romāñcādis sāttvikaḥ.  

harṣādyā vyabhicariṇaḥ. 

 

sa dvidhā sambhogavipralambhabhedena (8.143) 
 

strīpuṃsayor ānukūlyena darśanādisampattis sambhogaḥ.  kāryādivaśādviśleṣo 

vipralambhaḥ.  aparādhavantaṃ priyaṃ prati pramadāyā mānavṛttir api 

vipralambhābhyantarī.  krameṇodāharaṇam. ñanaṅṅu cĕṉṯaḷavile ity ādi.  atra nāyikāyā 

nāyakasannidhānād utpannevābhivyaktā ratir vāsagṛhādinoddīpitā 

sakhīgoṣṭhīparimocanakaṭākṣapātādikāryā pratīyamānaharṣautsukyādisāttvikair 

abhivyajyamānaharṣautsukyādivyabhicāribhiś ca prakāśitā śṛṅgāratāṃ pratipadyate.  

yathā 

 

 atiśayaramaṇīya rāmatevī kaṇā nin 

 vadanaśaśikaḷaṅkaṃ kāntinīril kalaṅṅi 

 kaḷurmulayiṇamadhye vīṇṇudāraśriyā po- 

 nnŏḻukina vaḻipole rājate romarājiḥ (I. 196, Ś. 207) 

 

sannidhau cāṭukaraṇam api sambhoge 'ntarbhavati.  evam utsavodyānakalādikrīḍanam 

api draṣṭavyam. 

 

 palaroṭu paṟaññirunnumĕllāṃ 

 pakalo poykkaḻiyum priyāviyoge 

 paṭumattal niśāsu cŏllavallen 

 cilavāṇāḷuḷavāykkaṟikkayĕṉṯi (I. 197, Ś. 208) 

 

atra tṛtīyapādena cintāviṣādanirvedaglānidainyajaḍatautsukyamohādayo vyabhicāriṇaḥ 

pratīyante.  kusumāyudhāvasthāvaśāt vipralambhe hi daśāvasthā bhaveyuḥ.  abhilāṣa-

cintāsmṛtiguṇakīrtanodvegapralāponmādavyādhijaḍatāmaraṇāni.  tatra 

 

 unmādaṃ pĕrutūṇuṟakkamaṟave kaypiṭṭutindu prabhā 

 tīyāypoyitu tīṇṭineṭamaḻaluṃ muttuṃ malarttĕṉṯaluṃ  

 itthaṃ māraśarāturāṃ virayavanniṉṯantiyinmunname  

 kāṇāykkāluyiroṭu kaṇṭumuṭiyā nī pinnĕ nin kāntaye (I. 198, Ś. 209) 

 

ity ādau pañcamī daśā.  tatra hi ramyam aramyaṃ.  pramodāya vā na bhavati.  jīvite 

anāsthā ca.  maraṇāśā yathā 
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 kŏllakkĕllānayaṃ māṃ madhupahṛtarasaiḥ 

  pūvvukaḷ kŏṇṭanaṅgan 

 candranpoluṃ cakorīgaṇamuṣitaruciḥ 

  kŏllavalliṉṯutilla 

 mālakkālattu mallīdala calanapaṭo 

  matpriyā viprayoge 

 nītānuṃ nīṇṭa śokapraśamana vidhaye 

  tĕṉṯale kŏṉṯiṭĕnnĕ (I. 199, Ś. 210) 

 

nanu katham induprabhāmalayamārutamuktā agnībhavanti.  kathaṃ vā eṣāṃ 

māraṇaśaktiḥ.  ucyate.  teṣām uddīpanavibhāvatvāt svata utkaṇṭhājanakatvam asti.  tad 

uktaṃ voḍhā kuvalayarajasāṃ122 kisalayapuṭabhedaśīkarānugataḥ123 animittotkaṇṭhām 

api janayati manaso malayavātaḥ meghāloke bhavati sukhino 'py anyathāvṛtti cetaḥ 

[kaṇṭhāśleṣapraṇayini jane kiṃpunar dūrasaṃsthe]124 ity ādi.  sā punar utkaṇṭhā 

priyajanasannidhau na pīḍāyai bhavati.  virahe niṣpratikriyāvatiṣṭhamānā santāpam 

āvahati.  tata eṣāṃ tāpakāritvaṃ sampadyate.  kiñ ca vastūnāṃ ramyatvāramyatve 

dayitayogaviyoganibandhane bhavataḥ.  yathāhu[r] eṇīdṛśāṃ hṛdayavallabhasannidhāne 

saudhasthalasya vipinasya ca ko viśeṣaḥ śayyāvāstu mṛdūttaracchadavatī darbhāṅkurair 

āstṛtā bhūmir vā hṛdayaṅgamo yadi patis tulyā ratir yoṣitām sarvatra dayitādhīnaṃ 

suvyaktaṃ rāmaṇīyakaṃ yena jātaṃ priyāpāye kadvadaṃ haṃsakokilaṃ iti.  manasi 

cāprīter hṛdayam api pīḍākaraṃ bhavet.  tad āha duḥkhite manasi sarvam asahyam iti.  

abhimatavirahe ca jīvitam apy anabhimataṃ syāt.  tad uktaṃ tadā ramyāṇy aramyāṇi 

priyāś śalyaṃ tadāsavaḥ tadaikākī sabandhuḥ syād iṣṭena rahito yadā iti. evaṃ sati 

prayojana125virahavidhurīkṛtacandramandānilādāv aramyatayā dussahībhūte 

agnitvagaraḷatvādikam āropya vyavaharanti.  vīyāto poṇumālĕppŏḻutu ity ādau mārutasya 

dayitāsparśitvena sukhakaratvoktiḥ patmaṃ toṟuṃ pakalabhinave ity ādau 

dayitāmukhādibhis sādṛśyadṛṣṭyā patmacandrādīnāṃ [jīvanakāritākathanaṃ.  

virahabhāvanāviraheṇa parāmarśe 'pi malayamārutādīnāṃ]126 sukhakaratvam eva 

kathyate. 

 

 āmattānāṃ śravaṇasubhagaiḥ kūjitaiḥ kokilānām 

 sānukrośaṃ manasijarujassahyatām pṛcchatīva 

 aṅge cūtaprasavasurabhirmmāruto mālayo me 

 sāndrasparśaḥ karatala iva vyāpṛto mādavena (I. 200, Ś. 217) 

 

 atyantanirmalatare mama pūṇunūnmel 

                                                 
122 kuravakarajasām in I. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
123 śīkārānugataḥ in I. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
124 Not in I. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
125 priyajana in I. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
126 Not in Ś. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
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 anyāṅgasaṅgapiśunaṃ paṭumaññaḷ kaṇṭụ 

 kāntaykku tanmanasi vannu niṟañña kopaṃ 

 bhūmaṇḍalaṃ dahati kiṃ punarĕṅṅaḷ cetaḥ (I. 201, Ś. 218) 

 

atra priyāyā mānena vaimukhyāt samīpe 'pi vipralambhavṛttir eva.   

 

hāsasya hāsyaḥ (8.144) 
 

pūrvasūtrāt samasto 'pi prakarṣo 'trākṛṣyate.  hāsasya prakarṣo hāsyarasaḥ. prakarṣaś ca 

yathāsvaṃ vibhāvādibhiḥ kriyate.  hāsaś ca vikṛtaveṣaceṣṭākṛtyasatpralāpādibhir 

utpadyate.  tāni vibhāvāḥ.  oṣṭhapuṭanāsākapolaspandanāsrasvedapārśvagrahaṇa-

dṛṣṭivyākocākuñcanādayo 'nubhāvāḥ glāniśramacapalatādayo vyabhicāriṇaḥ.  yathā 

 

 kuladhanamihaśāntiviṭṭajasraṃ 

 miḷiyuḻutiṭṭavĕ ŏkkayuṃ maṟannụ 

 naṭikulamuṭinaṅṅayĕṉṯaḻaykkuṃ 

 tuḷuvanŏḷaṃ jaḷaraṅṅumiṅṅumilla (I. 202, Ś. 219) 

 

utsāhasya vīraḥ (8.145) 
 

prakarṣa iti varttate.  utsāho 'sammohāviṣādatyāganayaparākramaśaktiśauryādibhir 

utpadyate.  te 'sya vibhāvāḥ.  sthairyadhairyodāttavākyādayo 'nubhāvaḥ.  harṣāvega-

garvāmarṣādayo vyabhicāriṇaḥ.  yathā 

 

 droṇāya drupadaṃ dhanañjaya iva 

  kṣmāpālabālāṃ balī 

 veṇāṭiṉṯuṭayoru vīraraviva- 

  rmmākhyo yadūnāṃ patiḥ 

 pāṇḍyaṃ vikramapūrvvakaṃ paṭayil  

  vaccāṭṭippiṭiccaṅṅane 

 pāṇḍyaśāya kŏṭuttu tasya tanayāṃ 

  patmānanāmagrahīt (I. 203, Ś. 220) 

 

vismayasyādbhutaḥ (8.146) 
 

pūrvavad adhikāraḥ.  vismayasya lokottaravastu vibhāvaḥ.  animeṣanayananirīkṣaṇa-

romāñcasvedasādhuvādāṅgulibhramaṇādayo 'nubhāvāḥ.  glāniharṣāvegajaḍatādayo 

vyabhicāriṇaḥ.  yathā 

 

 cĕṉṯenaṅṅŏruṭattu paṇṭu cilanāḷ 

  cĕytoru puṇyāśrayāt 

 kaṇṭenaṅṅŏru paṅkajaṃ punaratil 

  kaṇṭenapūrvvaṃ tuloṃ 
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 kāruṃ vaṇṭinŏḻukkumindukalayuṃ 

  kaṇṇāṭiyuṃ vīṇayuṃ 

 villuṃ mullayumullasatkuvaḷayuṃ 

  muttuṃ kiḷippaitaluṃ (I. 204, Ś. 221) 

 

jugupsāyā bībhatsaḥ (8.147)  

 

atrāpi pūrvavad adhikārādiḥ.  jugupsāyā ahṛdyāśuddhaśravaṇadarśanādir vibhāvaḥ.  

sarvāṅgasaṃhāraniṣṭhīvanamukhavikūṇanahṛllekhodvejanādayo 'nubhāvāḥ.  nirveda-

jaḍatāvyādhimohamaraṇādayo vyabhicāriṇaḥ.  yathā 

 

 nĕlkuttumāṟumarikeyŏru kolŏṭiccu 
 palkuttumāṟumatu kŏṇṭiṭumāṟumĕnmel 

 naṉṯuṃ namukku maname carataṃ ninaccāl 

 ĕṉṯuṃ maṟakkaruturalppira nārimārĕ (I. 112, Ś. 120)127  

 

strīnīcaprakṛtigataṃ cedam.  nanu kathaṃ bībhatsasya rasatvam.128  

lokottaraniratiśayānandāsvādo hi rasaḥ.  idaṃ punar hṛdayodvejanādijanakaṃ bhavati.  

satyam.  laukikabībhatsam evam eva.  sūktimukurābhivyaṅgyan tu kāvyabībhatsam 

ānandarūpam.  tatra sacetasaḥ pramāṇam.  evam bhayānakādiṣv api dṛṣṭavyam.   

 

Bhayasya bhayānakaḥ (8.148) 

 

ihāpi pūrvavan nayaḥ.  bhayasya prabalaśatruvikṛtarava129sattvadarśanaśūnyāgārāṭavī-

parvataniśāndhakāramaraṇavadhadarśanaśravaṇādayo vibhāvāḥ.  karacaraṇa-

kampagātrastambhamukhavaivarṇyāśru-svedasvarabhedaparitrāṇānveṣanādayo 

‘nubhāvāḥ.  yathā 

 

 paramuṭane parapṛtanāṃ 

 pāṇḍyayuvā khaṇḍayāñcakāra gaḷe 

 turagārūḍhāstvarayā 

 turatura maṇṭī turukkarĕllārum (I. 205, Ś. 222) 

 

atra turuṣkāṇāṃ vikramapāṇḍyād utpannaṃ bhayaṃ palāyanānubhāvena 

pratīyamānaglānidainyādivyabhicāribhiś ca prakarṣitaṃ bhayānakatāṃ prāptam.  

strīnīcapravṛttaś cāyam. 

 

krodhasya raudraḥ (8.149) 

 

                                                 
127 This verse is taken from a citation in the fourth śilpa. 
128 "nanu strī nīcaprakṛtigataṃ cedam.  kathaṃ bībhatsasya rasatvam" in Ś. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
129 rasa in Ś. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
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pūrvavad adhikārādiḥ.  ayaṃ krodhaḥ kalahānṛtavacanamātsaryāvamānādhikṣepādibhir 

utpadyate.  tasya nayanodvarttanavadanāruṇyabhrūkuṭī130karaṇādharadaṃśa-

hastāgraniṣpeṣatāḍanapīḍanapraharaṇaśastrasampātādayo 'nubhāvāḥ.  svedaromāñca-

svarabhedāśruvepathuvaivarṇyāni sāttvikāḥ.  asūyāvegacapalatāgarvamohāmarṣādayo 

vyabhicāriṇaḥ.  yathā 

 

 eṯṯaṃ timirttu tiṟamuṯṯaṇayuṃ nṛpān tān 

 kāṯṯattu saṃvalita tūlasamān vitene 

 cīṯṯattināl matimaṟannu mahānubhāvāt 

 kūṯṯattiluṃ kŏṭiya vikramapāṇḍyasiṃhaḥ (I. 206, Ś. 223) 

 

atra vikramapāṇḍyasya kalahād utpannaḥ krodhaḥ pratinṛpatipalāyanakāripraharaṇa-

śastrasampātādyanubhāvaiḥ pratīyamānāmarṣāvegagarvādi vyabhicāribhiś ca 

prakarṣaṃ nīyate.  

 

śokasya karuṇaḥ (8.150) 

 

pūrvavad adhikārādi.  priyajanavibhavanāśavadhabandhādibhiś śokaḥ sañjāyate.  tasya 

vaivarṇyamukhaśoṣaṇasrastagātratāśrupātavilapitādayo 'nubhāvāḥ.  glānidainyacintā-

viṣādanirvedavyādhyunmādamaraṇādayo vyabhicāriṇaḥ.  yathā 

 

 kāntāṃ candrakalāṃ piriñña gaganaṃ 

  pole mahīmaṇḍalaṃ 

 kalpiccā cila kāmikaḷkkabhimataṃ 

  kaṣṭaṃ kanāvākkinā 

 naṅṅe hā naraloka kalpalatike 

  nānāguṇālaṅkriye 

 nī keṭṭālamĕvŏṉṯu nīlanayane 

  ñāniṉṯu keḻkiṉṯitu (I. 207, Ś. 224) 

 

yathā vā     

 

 maruṇṭa kaṇṇāḷĕḻunĕḷḷināḷ pol 

 maṟiññu vārāta mahāpathena 

 ĕnĕkkumaṅṅekkayi kūṯṯame kāṇ 

 viraññu nīye vaḻi kāṭṭaveṇṭuṃ (I. 208, Ś. 225) 

 

nirvedasya śāntaḥ (8.151)  

 

pūrvavad adhikārādiḥ.  nanu śamasya prakarṣaḥ śāntaḥ na nirvedasya.  satyam.  śamasya 

kāraṇaṃ nirveda ity evam ucyate.  śamo hi tatvajñānāpadādibhir janitān nirvedāt 

                                                 
130 bhrūkuṭī in Ś. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
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svasvakīyāvamānanarūpāt sañjāyate.  tasyeśvarapraṇidhānādayo 'nubhāvāḥ harṣa-

prabodhādayo vyabhicāriṇaḥ.  yathā 

 

 kāṇakkāṇa maṟĕññu poyitu tuloṃ 

  bandhukkaḷoro vake(l)131 

 kāyasyāpidaśā batāsya caramā 

  cĕmme camaññāgatā, 

 kāṇāvoru pumartthamĕytuvatinuṃ 

  vallīla yẽṉṯālini- 

 kkālaṃ kāṇayi cittame kalayituṃ 

  kālāri pādāmbujaṃ (I. 209, Ś. 226) 
 

atra pradarśiteṣu raseṣu navasu dvau dvau rasau krameṇa janakajanyau.  śāntasya na 

janyaḥ.  eṣu vīraḥ pradhānaṃ deveṣu mahendra iva.  tato 'pi bhagavān puṇḍarīkākṣa iva 

śṛṅgāraḥ pradhānam.  śrī.  iti līlātilake 'ṣṭamaṃ śilpaṃ śrī.  

 

anādīnavavarṇāḍhyaṃ cāruśilpasamujjvalaṃ līlātilakam ābhāti bhāratyāḥ 

phālabhūṣaṇam. 

 

śrī namaś śivāya śrī śivaśrī.  

                                                 
131 vaśe in Ś. Kuññan Piḷḷa edition. 
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Appendix 3 — Levels of Maṇipravāḷam Style in the Līlātilakam  
 

 

Uttama – Best 

tad uttamam bhāṣārasaprādhānye (LT 1.2)  

 

That [Maṇipravāḷam] is best which has a predominance of Bhāṣā and rasa. 

 

The passage has a predominance of Bhāṣā words over Sanskrit and of rasa over 

expressed sense (vācyārtha).132  

 

Uttamakalpa – Near Best 
bhāṣāprādhānye rasasāmānye uttamakalpam (LT 1.3) 

 

It is near best where there is a predominance of Bhāṣā and rasa has equal [importance]. 

 

Bhāṣā words are predominant over Sanskrit and the passage emphasizes rasa and 

expressed sense equally. 

*** 

rasaprādhānye bhāṣāsāmye ca (LT 1.4) 

 

And it is [also near best] where there is a predominance of rasa and Bhāṣā has equal 

[importance]. 

 

The passage uses both Bhāṣā words and Sanskrit words equally and rasa is predominant 

over expressed sense. 

 

Madhya(ma) – Mediocre  
sāmye madhyam (LT 1.5) 

 

It is mediocre where [all elements have] equal [importance]. 

 

The passage uses Bhāṣā and Sanskrit words equally as well as uses rasa and expressed 

sense equally. 

 

Madhyamakalpa - Poor  
bhāṣāsāmye rasanyūnatve madhyamakalpam (LT 1.6) 

 

                                                 
132 In the commentary to LT 1.2, the author describes how all types of Maṇipravāḷam must have poetic 

qualities and be free from poetic faults (doṣa).  It is also only optional for a passage to use poetic figuration 

(alaṅkāra). 

 

niyamena nirdoṣatvaṃ guṇavattvaṃ ca.  anīyamenālaṅkāravattvam ca sarvatra sādhāraṇam. (LT-Vṛ 1.2)  
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It is poor where Bhāṣā has equal [importance] and there is a deficiency of rasa. 

 

The passage uses Bhāṣā and Sanskrit words equally but has a deficiency of rasa in 

relation to expressed sense. 

 

*** 

rasasāmye bhāṣānyūnatve ca (LT 1.7) 

 

And it is [poor] where rasa has equal [importance] and there is a deficiency of Bhāṣā. 

 

The passage has a deficiency of Bhāṣā words in relation to Sanskrit and rasa and 

expressed sense are given equal importance. 

 

*** 

bhāṣāprādhānye rasanyūnatve ca (LT 1.8) 

 

And it is [poor] where there is a predominance of Bhāṣā and a deficiency of rasa. 

 

Bhāṣā words are predominant over Sanskrit words and the passage has a deficiency of 

rasa in relation to expressed sense. 

 

*** 

rasaprādhānye bhāṣānyūnatve ca (LT 1.9) 

 

And it is [poor] where there is a predominance of rasa and a deficiency of Bhāṣā 

 

The passage has a deficiency of Bhāṣā words in relation to Sanskrit and rasa is 

predominant over expressed sense. 

 

Adhama - Worst 
nyūnatve adhamam (LT 1.10) 

 

It is worst where [all elements have a] deficiency. 

 

The passage has a deficiency of Bhāṣā words in relation to Sanskrit and a deficiency of 

rasa in relation to expressed meaning. 
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